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ABSTRACT

Electric and magnetic fields from power systems have become an important issue. The reasons
for this are public concern about the possible health risks the fields may cause and disturbances
caused by the fields. The aim of this thesis was to develop a technical management chain. The
thesis consists of an introductory part supplemented by eight international publications. Four
cases were studied: power lines, electric substations, indoor distribution substations, and arc
furnace.

The methodological background of this thesis consists of theoretical background for boundary-
value problems, measurements, mitigation methods and the methods for the four cases.
Measurement methods were studied, to get reproducible measurements. Calculations were
carried out from the same locations to get results comparable to measurements. Calculations
were carried out with analytical methods, FEM and a combination of them. Mitigation methods
for the cases were studied by calculations and especially with indoor distribution substations by
measuring the same place before and after structural changes. A technical management chain
was developed for general electric power systems and for four different management cases.

For technical management of the fields with transmission lines, the mitigation methods have
been widely presented in literature. However, new viewpoints present the effect of the
vegetation and the effect of the line temperature, which affects the line height having a
significant effect on the fields. Based on the study, the best mitigation methods for
transmission lines are the line route design and attenuation with distance to the line.

For technical management of the electric substations the occupational exposure is important,
because the electric substation switchyards are forbidden areas to the public. One suitable
mitigation method is attenuation with distance.

For technical management of the fields with indoor distribution substations both public and
occupational exposure is possible. There is a number of possible mitigation methods. For
existing structures the best mitigation method is usually a combination of several methods.
Generally, the practical mitigation is forced to make a compromise for theoretic mitigation
methods because of the limited space available. For new indoor distribution substations the
structure can be chosen from recognized good construction methods.

Technical management of the fields with arc furnaces is highly case-specific. Generally, the
occupational exposure is important. The best mitigation method is attenuation with distance,
which can be taken into consideration when designing a new arc furnace. For existing
structures, the best way to consider magnetic field is to avoid working near the arc furnace in
the area, where the magnetic field can exceed exposure guidelines.

Based on the studied cases, it can be stated that the technical management chain for the electric
system contains specification of the problem, solving of the fields with calculations and
measurements, mitigation, operations and analysis of the solutions. The operational part of the
technical management chain consists of electric and magnetic field mitigation. The technical
management chain can be used for solving similar problems in the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of electric power has increased over the past decades. Because the electric power
generation and the consumption are usually in different locations, the power has to be
transmitted to consumers. The Finnish transmission and distribution system consists of 400 kV,
220 kV, and 110 kV transmission lines and substations, mainly 20 kV regional distribution
networks, 20/0.4 kV distribution transformers feeding the low voltage networks, and
consumers.

In recent years electric and magnetic field studies have become customary. The main reason
for this is the increased public concern about the possible health effects of electric and
magnetic fields. Furthermore, the need to consider the fields has become more topical because
of the change in the status of the guidelines considering electric and magnetic field exposure.
As the interest regarding the possible health effects has increased, more information of
exposure situations is being gathered.

The International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) published its
new guidelines in 1998 [ICN98]. The guidelines cover frequency spectrum up to 300 GHz.
ICNIRP has guidelines for both occupational and general public exposure. These guidelines are
also the basis for a Council of the European Union recommendation on public exposure to
electromagnetic fields [Cou99]. The EU Council has recommendations only for general public
exposure. In Finland the Council recommendation has been taken into national legislation with
the Decree on the Upper Limits of Public Exposure to Non-Ionizing Radiation by the Finnish
Ministry of Social Affairs and Health, published in 2002 [Sos02].

Electric and magnetic fields may cause a problem at every stage of the system from the power
production to consumption. However, electric and magnetic fields can be technically managed.
Technical management of the fields covers measurements, calculations, mitigation and the
design of the new system. In practice, the technical management may be complicated. Due to
simultaneous sources the fields may be difficult to determine. Furthermore, mathematical
formulation of the fields is difficult, and the technical structures may be complicated.

In addition, disturbances and interference caused by the fields from power systems are
important in the technical management, e.g., when evaluating the need for electric and
magnetic field mitigation actions. However, considering the technical management there may
be an appliance that is not designed for the electromagnetic stress which occurs.

This thesis describes and analyzes the technical management chain of the electric and magnetic
fields, which is the novelty value of the thesis. Other novelty values are the measurement,
calculation and mitigation results.

Economic aspects have mainly been delimited from this doctoral thesis, although they are
important to take into account, when carrying out technical operations in practice. In addition,
measurements have been carried out before the Decree on the Upper Limits of Public Exposure
to Non-Ionizing Radiation in 2002. Thus, the decree has not been taken into consideration in
the measurements. Furthermore, this thesis concentrates on the power frequencies. Thus,
disturbances in this thesis do not include the whole area of the electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC).
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2. AIMS AND PROGRESS OF THE WORK

The aim of this thesis is to develop a technical management chain of the electric and magnetic
fields. To better understand the technical management in the electric power system, example
cases are studied. This thesis consists of four different management cases: power lines, electric
substations, indoor distribution substations, and arc furnace.

Technical management cases are studied to give examples on how calculations, measurements
and mitigation can be carried out. First, electric and magnetic fields have been measured and
calculated. Possible exceedings of the guidelines nearby are defined. Then, possibilities for
local mitigation are determined and the theoretical background of the mitigation is described in
the case. Because the examples are case-specific, the further conclusions are in general level.

Covering the cases, the author has, together with his colleagues, published the main results at
international conferences. This thesis consists of an introductory part supplemented by eight
international publications. This introductory part consists of four main chapters, chapters 3 …
6, followed by discussion in chapter 7 and conclusion in chapter 8.

Chapter 3 describes the main features of the Finnish power system and shortly reviews results
from international literature. In addition, chapter 3 presents the Decree on the Upper Limits of
Public Exposure to Non-Ionizing Radiation [Sos02]. Chapter 4 describes the theoretical
background for the technical management of the electric and magnetic fields in the electric
power system. Further, it is followed by example cases in chapter 5. The technical management
chain of the fields in electric power systems is studied in chapter 6. The chapter presents the
general operational model for the four example cases. Furthermore, a technical management
chain for the general electric power system has been developed.

Publication 1 describes different calculation methods for a distribution substation. The aim of
publication 1 was the suitability of the calculation methods in magnetic field shielding of the
distribution substation. The main result of publication 1 was that the magnetic fields of an
indoor distribution substation can be calculated analytically. The effect of the shielding can be
considered with the combined finite element method (FEM) and an analytical method. The
study also gives an idea to utilize the combined calculation method in other shielding cases of
power systems.

Publication 2 describes practical problems when calculating electric fields of transmission
lines. The aim of publication 2 was to compare calculated and measured electric fields of
transmission lines and consider possible reasons for differences. The main result of publication
2 was that the calculated and measured values correspond completely to each other only in
some cases. The main reasons are vegetation and variation of the ground height.

Publication 3 describes electric fields at a 400 kV electric substation. The aim of publication 3
was to study electric fields at a 400 kV substation to find out whether they exceed occupational
exposure guidelines, 10 kV/m, by ICNIRP. The main result of publication 3 was that the
guidelines were not exceeded. However, the highest electric field value was only slightly
below the guidelines.

Publication 4 describes the electric and magnetic fields at a 110/20 kV electric substation. The
aim of publication 4 was to study electric and magnetic fields at a 110/20 kV substation, find
out their sources and whether or not they cause disturbances. The main result of publication 4
was that the most significant sources of magnetic fields were 20 kV cables passing below bus
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bars. However, the values did not exceed the magnetic field immunity levels for electric
appliances in the industrial environment nor the occupational exposure guidelines.

Publication 5 describes magnetic field calculations for an indoor distribution substation. The
aim of publication 5 was to calculate the magnetic fields of transformer bus bars with different
calculating methods and to analyze shielding alternatives. The main result of publication 5 was
that the analytical methods are accurate enough for transformer bus bar magnetic field
calculations.

Publication 6 deals with electric power system design in Finland considering electric and
magnetic fields. The publication describes critical locations in power systems considering the
exposure guidelines: 400 kV transmission lines and indoor distribution substations. The aim of
publication 6 was to investigate how the new exposure guidelines can be considered in the
power system design. The main results of publication 6 show that the guidelines will create big
problems for the transmission and distribution companies if they become mandatory. Based on
publication 6, it is important to consider the reduction already at the design phase, because the
reduction of the fields of the existing installations is difficult.

Publication 7 deals with magnetic fields of an arc furnace considering occupational exposure.
The aim of publication 7 was to investigate magnetic fields from arc furnaces with
measurements as well as with analytical and FEM calculations, and to compare the results with
occupational exposure guidelines. The main result of publication 7 was that measured and
calculated values exceeded the ICNIRP exposure guidelines.

Publication 8 describes the effect of secondary conductor structures on the magnetic field near
indoor distribution substations. The aim of publication 8 was to study the effects of the
secondary cable or bus bar system on the magnetic field above or beside the indoor distribution
substation. The main result of publication 8 was that the secondary system of the indoor
distribution substation is a significant source of magnetic fields. In addition, publication 8
describes possible mitigation methods.

Based on the results of the publications a technical management chain for the transmission
lines, electric substations, indoor distribution substations, and arc furnaces has been developed.
In addition, the technical management chain for a general electric power system has been
described.
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3. ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS OF ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM

An association for electricity co-operation in the Nordic countries Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
Norway and Sweden is called Nordel. Primary task of the Nordel is to create prerequisites for
efficient utilization of the Nordic electricity system. In Finland the extra high voltage (EHV)
system is owned and operated by Fingrid Oyj whereas regional distribution network companies
own and operate the regional networks.

The overhead line network and outdoor substations are very commonly used, whereas cable
networks and indoor substations are mainly used only in municipalities. The total length of the
different line types in 2001 were 3 926 km (400 kV), 2 400 km (220 kV), 15 200 km (110 kV)
and 133 827 km (1 – 70 kV) [Ele03]. The number of the substations in the national grid was
about 57 and in regional networks about 750 [Ele98]. The number of the medium/low voltage
(MV/LV) substations was 126 108 [Ele03]. Industry and usually consumers are connected to
the LV network.

A mind map for electric power system is presented as a way of helping to understand the
factors of technical management. A mind map for electric and magnetic fields of electric power
system is presented in figure 3.1.

ELECTRIC
POWER
SYSTEM

Industrial
power
systems

Appliances

Electric lines

Electric
substations

Distribution
substations

Tower
mounted

Pad
mounted

Indoor
mounted

Pole
mounted

Factory
made /
self-made

Residence
- Above
- Next to
- Below

Secondary
system

Work place
- Above
- Next to
- Below

Occupational
exposure
environment

Public
exposure
environment

DC lines

Indoor
wiring

Voltage
levels Industrial

networks

Voltage
levels

Indoor /
outdoor

SF6 / air
insulated

Transformer
substation

Switching
substation

DC link
substation

Indoor /
outdoor

Household
appliance

Work
appliance

Special-
appliance

Voltage
levels

Voltage
levels

Overhead
lines / cables

Figure 3.1. Mind map for factors of technical management of the fields.

There are two reasons for the mitigation of the electric and magnetic fields. One reason is the
human exposure, and the other is the electromagnetic compatibility and disturbances.
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3.1 TRANSMISSION LINES

Transmission lines are used to transfer the power long distances. The lines have three phase
conductors and usually two shield wires. In field calculations the factors, which have to be
taken into consideration, are phase distances, phase angles of voltages and currents, distances
between conductors and observation point. Symmetry in load decreases the fields, because the
fields from different phases reduce each other. However, the effect of the asymmetry is not
constant.

The load changes do not have much effect on electric fields because the operational voltage of
the lines is kept nearly constant. In transmission voltage levels the operation of the system is
kept as balanced as possible. In Finland, the system is usually sufficient for balanced voltages.
Whereas, the magnetic field is directly proportional to the current (power) transmitted through
the lines and varies as a function of the load.

The load current in conductors can vary greatly depending on the consumption. That is why the
current has to be used as a statistical variable. In Finnish 110 … 400 kV transmission lines the
current duration in 1992 has been analyzed in references [Hon93, Hon94]. Figure 3.2 presents
current duration curves for exemplary lines [Hon93].

Figure 3.2. Current duration curves for exemplary 110 … 400 kV transmission lines in
Finland in 1992 [Hon93].

After the study, changes in society and the liberation of the Finnish electricity market during
the past decade have affected power consumption, thus the present currents may be different.

The fields have been measured and calculated widely in previous studies [Hon93, Hon94]. In
foreign studies values obtained have been for 132 kV transmission lines 0.65 kV/m and 4 µT
(load current 402 A) and for 400 kV double circuit line 1.25 … 6 kV/m and 4 … 9.8 µT (650
… 2325 A) [Far 97, Sri98]. In some studies only the magnetic field values have been studied,
being for 765 kV single circuit line 26 µT (2000 A) and for 400 kV double circuit line 6 µT
(1540 A) [Shp96, Swa95]. Load current is not specified in some magnetic field studies.
Measured values have been for 120 kV double circuit line 3.5 µT, for 230 kV double circuit
line 6.6 µT, for 315 kV double circuit line 9.8 µT and for 735 kV horizontal line 28.4 µT
[Mar93]. However, geometrical factors of the line and towers have a high impact on the field
values decreasing the comparability in the studies.
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3.2 ELECTRIC SUBSTATIONS

The main purpose of the electric substation is to make switching actions possible, transform
voltage to a more appropriate level, and take care of the protection of the feedings. All
electrical structures may cause fields, e.g., switching equipment, feeding lines, VAR
compensation, and power cables [Pre96, Won94]. The voltage level and the construction of the
substation have a strong effect on the electric field. In electrical substations there may be both,
disturbances and human exposure caused by the fields.

Disturbances have been reported with sensitive electrical appliances, like measurement and
control equipment, and also with the displays of computers used for controlling the substation
[Hof95, Jae00, Wig94]. Another source of the disturbances is switching transients, which can
create harmful fields, but cannot be fully eliminated [Wig89, Wig94]. Also the grounding
system may affect the fields. Nevertheless, the function of the grounding system is protection
against earth faults and lightning striking the substation [Xio94].

Occupational exposure guidelines (presented later) can be exceeded in working situations in
electrical substations [Jae00, Sri98]. The occupational exposure is possible with enlargement
and maintenance work of the substation [Far97]. Measured and calculated results of previous
studies are presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Fields levels of electric substations in previous studies. Uoper is operational voltage.

Electric field
UN, kV Location Uoper, kV E, kV/m Additional information, reference
750 switchyard - 15 Measured, [Cri96]
400 switchyard - 13.5 Measured, [Cri96]
400/220 220 kV switchyard 190 2.5 Measured, [Sri98]
Magnetic field
UN, kV Location P, MVA B, µT Additional information, reference
735/315/230 735 kV switchyard - 10 Measured, [Mar93]
400/220 220 kV switchyard 39 25 Measured, operational voltage 190 kV, [Sri98]
315/25 switchyard - 18 Measured, [Mar93]
187/66 switchyard 322 30 Calculated, [Hay92]
132/66 transformer 57 … 59 45 … 53 Measured, open type switchgear, [Far97]
120/25 transformer - 9 Measured, [Mar93]
115/13.8 transformer - 200 Measured, outdoor type, [Far98]
115/13.8 switchyard 80 20 Measured and calculated, [Dai94]
77/6.6 transformer 15 10 Measured, distance 2 m, [Kat99]
69/13.8 transformer - 100 Measured, indoor type, [Far98]

The previous values in Table 3.1 are case-specific. In addition, the varying load current affects
magnetic field results. The exposure guidelines (presented later) may occur with air insulated
substations as well as with gas insulated substations (GIS) [Won94]. The enclosure of the gas-
insulated components reduces electric and magnetic fields, though the reduction is not
complete for magnetic field. Thus, the planning of the structures and locations is essential
when carrying out the reduction [And94].

3.3 INDOOR DISTRIBUTION SUBSTATIONS

Indoor distribution substation transforms medium voltages (MV) to low voltage (LV). In
Finland indoor distribution transformers are operated at 20/0.4 kV or 10/0.4 kV. In Finland
indoor distribution substations are commonly used in areas with apartment buildings. From
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MV/LV distribution substations, the indoor distribution substations are more important
exposure and disturbance sources, than outer and tower MV/LV distribution substations,
because they are usually closer to apartments or consumer appliances. They can cause
disturbances or exposure in the apartments above the indoor substation [Miz99], or inside the
indoor substation [Hof95]. Typical measured values in indoor distribution substations with
load currents up to 1000 A are presented in Table 3.2 [Tik95].

Table 3.2. Typical magnetic fields (50 Hz) for indoor distribution substations. Load current is
up to 1000 A. [Tik95]

Source B, µT
Inside the substation:
     General level in substation 2…5
     Near the cover of the LV switchgear 5…60
Outside the substation:
     Surface of the wall 1.5…10
     Above the roof (1 m) 2…12

Human exposure may appear in a residence above an indoor distribution substation especially
at floor level [Häm02]. In a residence above disturbances with a computer display or television
picture may also appear. Disturbances can also be caused by indoor wiring, which has not been
studied as much as the other magnetic field and interference sources [Bel99, Kot00].
Interference may appear due to the electronic components, coils and current circuits, which are
installed in appliances. However, the appliances are not always designed for the present field
conditions, which may occur in the space above the indoor distribution substation. Appliances
might be in close surroundings of electric power systems, especially near indoor distribution
substations. Special attention should be paid to the immunity level of the equipment, which is
installed in close proximity to the interference sources [Hei89].

One important magnetic field source is a secondary LV cable or bus bar system between the
transformer and LV switchgear [Kei01c]. Bus bars are usually placed horizontally [Kei98a,
Kot99]. The distance between the phases is generally 100 … 200 mm for 400 V bus bars
[Tik95]. The current in secondary LV conductors is proportional to the load of the substation.
In addition, the magnitude of the magnetic field depends on the observation distance, phase
distance and clearances, symmetry of the load between phases and the structure of the LV
conductors [EMC97, Has93, Has94, Hon93]. Also MV cables and switchgear can be
significant magnetic field sources, especially, if the magnetic field from the LV structures is
reduced. The length of the LV conductors especially affects the spreading of the magnetic
field.

Factors, which affect magnetic fields are varying load current, varying asymmetry, vagabond
current from the ground current, electrical equipment used, and loaded conductors in the
building. Unbalanced loads are common with systems containing one-phase appliances, which
cause unbalanced load current in feeders of the indoor distribution substation. In addition,
vagabond currents can flow in all grounded conductive systems increasing magnetic fields in
buildings. For example, in Finland the metallic water pipe system is grounded, which can also
cause the current to flow in it. The mounting and wiring techniques and the harmonics of the
current also influence the magnetic field.

Magnetic fields previously measured in industrial buildings in the space above the indoor
distribution substation (11/0.36 kV) have been 48 µT and in residential building 10 - 20 µT
[Far 97]. Measured values near pad mounted outdoor distribution substation have been up to
1.5 µT [Mar93].
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3.4 INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES: ARC FURNACE

Processes vary between industrial areas. Similarly the levels of electric and magnetic fields are
different. The fields may cause disturbances or occupational exposure. However, the enclosure
of the industrial apparatus or equipment, shields the ELF electric field almost completely. A
capacitive interference may occur inside the enclosure. Table 3.3 presents magnetic field
examples in industry [Pää99].

Table 3.3. Magnetic field examples in industrial environments during a work [Pää99].

Industrial environment B, µT
Contact welding (50 Hz) 3 000
Near arc furnace (50 Hz) 2 000
Near induction furnace (10 … 20 kHz) <10
Use of magnetizing tools in non-destructive testing (50 Hz) 1 000
Near magnetic flux inspection bench (50 Hz) 1 000
Near high current cables in industry (50 Hz) 500 … 1 000

An arc furnace is an important magnetic field source [Bel92, Bir93, Roq97]. An arc furnace is
commonly used in industrial melting processes. The arc furnace consumes AC or DC. Both of
which produce high magnetic fields [Bir93]. Figure 3.3 presents a drawing of an arc furnace.
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Figure 3.3. Drawing of a three-phase AC arc furnace [Jon98].

In an arc furnace a grounded steel sheet around the heat insulation acts as a Faraday’s cage.
The steel sheet shields the electric field from the electrodes of the arc furnace. Magnetic field
from the arc furnace is a special kind of source because of the high magnitude and great
variation of the field, harmonics, spatial asymmetry and individual structure of the feeding
conductors [Bel92, Bir93, Roq97]. Previously, a 100 µT is exceeded at the distance of up to 10
m from the center of the arc furnace (power 40 - 50 MW, current 100 kA) [Tho92]. The highest
measured value (current 120 kA, distance 7.5 m from the center) has been 1400 µT. In
addition, it is estimated that a 2 mT magnetic field may occur nearby the arc furnace [Tho92].

Unhomogeneity in filling causes unbalanced load currents, which may increase magnetic field
and also spatial asymmetry in magnetic field [Bel92, Bir94, Fou96, Roq97]. On the other hand,
the steel sheet around the furnace reduces the field from the arc furnace outside [Bir94,
Kei99a].
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3.5 REVIEW OF PRESENT GUIDELINES

Guidelines for human exposure

The need to consider the fields has become more topical because of the change in the status of
the guidelines considering exposure. Human exposure and biological effects from electric and
magnetic fields have been studied from many point of views. The main impact of the electric
and magnetic fields is the stimulation of the tissue [Nye91]. Basically occupational exposure
depends on the specific characteristics of the electric and magnetic field sources present, the
type of the working area and the work time patterns of the worker [Far97]. Although electric
and magnetic fields are compared to the recommended reference levels in practice, basic
restrictions are internal current densities.

Exposure guidelines for occupational and general public are derived from the basic restrictions
of the internal current. Internal currents have been studied previously with the approximate
calculation methods [Ash98, Fal98, Kor99, Kor00a, Nye91] and with the numerical finite
element method (FEM) [Bar95, Ols99].

The International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) published its
new guidelines in 1998 [ICN98] replacing previous interim guidelines [INI90]. The interim
guidelines were only for 50/60 Hz fields while the new guidelines cover frequency spectrum up
to 300 GHz. ICNIRP has guidelines for both occupational and general public exposure.
Recommendations are based on electrical stimulation effects on humans. At frequencies from 4
Hz to 1 kHz, basic restrictions on exposure are based on the effects of internal current. From
known threshold values of stimulation, 100 mA/m2, basic restrictions are derived for induced
current densities using safety factors.

The basic restriction at the power frequency band is 10 mA/m2 [ICN98]. ICNIRP guidelines
are also the basis for the Council of the European Union recommendation on public exposure
to electromagnetic fields [Cou99]. The Council of the European Union (EU) has
recommendations for general public exposure.

Reference levels for fields are obtained from basic restrictions by mathematical modeling or by
extrapolation from laboratory investigations at specific frequencies. In reference levels for the
public, additional safety factors are used [ICN98]. At 50 Hz the guidelines are 5 kV/m and 100
µT for the public and 10 kV/m and 500 µT for occupational exposure. The following
requirements can be applied to the exposure [ICN98]:
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where Ei and Hj are the electric and magnetic fields at frequencies i and j, respectively, and EL,i
and HL,j are the reference levels at frequencies i and j, respectively.

Upper magnetic field limits are different for public and occupational exposure, respectively.
Reference levels of ICNIRP guidelines are presented in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4. ICNIRP guidelines for occupational and public exposure [ICN98].

Frequency
band, Hz

E, V/m,
occupational

E, V/m,
public

H, A/m,
occupational

H, A/m,
public

B, µT,
occupational

B, µT,
public

Up to 1 - - 1.63⋅105 3.2⋅104 2⋅105 4⋅104

1-8 20 000 10 000 1.63⋅105/f 2 3.2⋅104/f 2 2⋅105/f 2 4⋅104/f 2

8-25 20 000 10 000 2⋅104/f 4⋅103/f 25⋅103/f 5⋅103/f
(0.025-0.8)⋅103 5⋅105/f 25⋅104/f 2⋅104/f 4⋅103/f 25⋅103/f 5⋅103/f
(0.8-0.82)⋅103 5⋅105/f 25⋅104/f 2⋅104/f 5 25⋅103/f 6.25
(0.82-3)⋅103 610 25⋅104/f 24.4 5 30.7 6.25
(3-65)⋅103 610 87 24.4 5 30.7 6.25

(0.065-0.15)⋅106 610 87 1.6⋅106/f 5 2.0⋅106/f 6.25
(0.15-1)⋅106 610 87 1.6⋅106/f 0.73⋅106/f 2.0⋅106/f 0.92⋅106/f
(1-10)⋅106 610⋅106/f 87⋅103/f 0.5 1.6⋅106/f 0.73⋅106/f 2.0⋅106/f 0.92⋅106/f

(10-400)⋅106 61 28 0.16 0.073 0.2 0.092
(400-2000)⋅106 3⋅f 0.5⋅10-3 1.375⋅f 0.5⋅10-3 0.008⋅f 0.5⋅10-3 0.0037⋅f 0.5⋅10-3 0.01⋅f 0.5⋅10-3 0.0046⋅f 0.5⋅10-3

(2-300)⋅109 137 61 0.36 0.16 0.45 0.2

In practice, the public reference levels are obtained with equations 3 and 4, when the
frequencies are 25 ... 3 000 Hz and 25 … 800 Hz, respectively.
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where fi and fj are the electric and magnetic field frequencies. This means that equations 1 and
2 can be converted to the forms 5 and 6 when they are applied for public exposure at
frequencies 50 Hz ... 1 MHz with electric fields and at 50 Hz ... 150 kHz with magnetic fields.
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where k is index of harmonic frequency. The meaning of the ICNIRP guidelines and EU
Council recommendation is that the harmonic components occur simultaneously. In practice,
this may be far from the actual situation. The harmonic frequencies can even reduce the peak
value of power frequency field due to phase displacements.

The Finnish Ministry of Social Affairs and Health has set a Decree on the Upper Limits of
Public Exposure to Non-Ionizing Radiation in 2002 [Sos02]. The decree is based on the
Council of the European Union recommendation for public exposure and the reference levels
are the same up to 100 kHz. If the duration of the exposure is not significant, the values in
Table 3.4 for public magnetic field exposure are applied fivefold [Sos02]. Similarly, for public
electric field exposure the limit values are applied threefold [Sos02]. The short-term exposure
limits are based on ICNIRP guidelines for magnetic fields, and for electric fields both ICNIRP
guidelines and practical reasons. For 50 Hz fields the short-term exposure limit values are 500
µT and 15 kV/m. In addition, the phase angles of the electric and magnetic field spectrum have
been taken into consideration, when coupling different frequencies. This kind of coupling can
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be utilized by using field meters with output connected to RC filters and voltmeter, which takes
into consideration different frequencies and phase angles [Jok00].

The authorities in the UK have issued a statement based on the guidelines presented previously
for limiting exposure to electric and magnetic fields [Boa93]. The legislation in Switzerland
differs from the guidelines by making reference to the precautionary principle [Swi99]. In
Switzerland, the exposure limit values are the same as the values in the EU Council
recommendation for public exposure, but they have precautionary emission limitations for
installations [Swi99]. However, in Swiss legislation there is also an economical acceptability
option. Also in Italy, the precautionary principle has been presented with legislation plans
[Seg01]. However, the legislation has not been passed so far. In German legislation the limit
values for occupational exposure are generally higher than ICNIRP guidelines [Ele99].

Guidelines for magnetic field disturbances

The magnetic fields of power systems have caused disturbances in some sensitive electrical
appliances. Any appliance is allowed neither to cause disturbances to other electrical
appliances nor to be disturbed by any other appliance. To give a unique answer for the
responsibilities with the EMC problems, the EMC standards set immunity levels for magnetic
fields [SFS91, SFS96]. The immunity levels mentioned for 50 Hz magnetic field are in
residential, commercial and light industry 3.8 µT (1.3 µT for displays) and in industry 38 µT
(3.8 µT for displays). When higher magnetic fields occur the disturbances are allowed, but the
function has to recover after the field has fallen below the limit value. However, small
vibrations are allowed with the displays even under the limit values.

Professional electronic devices have their own environmental classifications and stress levels
[SFS88]. Environmental classifications mean places with the same kind of stress conditions.
Classified environments are outdoors, hospital, telecommunication station, office, industry and
electrical substation. Environmental classifications are presented in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5. Immunity levels for professional electronic devices and testing with 50 Hz
disturbing fields [SFS88].

Stress level in testing, function
Environmental classifications Stress level,

A/m (µT) Normal,
A/m (µT)

Small disturbance,
A/m (µT)

Big disturbance,
A/m (µT)

Outdoors 60 (75.4) 60 (75.4) 100 (126) 200 (251)
Hospital 30 (37.7) 30 (37.7) 100 (126) 200 (251)
Telecommunication station 30 (37.7) 30 (37.7) 100 (126) 200 (251)
Office 30 (37.7) 10 (12.6) 30 (37.7) 100 (126)
Industry 30 (37.7) 30 (37.7) — 400 (503)
Electrical substation 30 (37.7) 30 (37.7) — 400 (503)

For magnetic fields there are stress levels for environmental classifications and testing values.
Values are based on measurement results and experience so that the probability of the value
exceeding is 1% [SFS88].

Harmonics of the fields in electric power system

Finnish national standard gives requirements for the harmonic voltages and currents [Sen99].
Requirements for the harmonic currents in LV, MV, and above 110 kV system and harmonic
voltages in 110 kV system are presented in Table 3.6 up to 50th harmonic.
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Table 3.6. Harmonics guidelines in LV, MV, and above 110 kV system up to 50th harmonic.
Harmonic content of voltage is pu(j) and current is pi(j). [Sen99]

Low voltage system
according to current

Medium voltage system
according to current

UN ≥≥≥≥ 110 kV according
to current

UN ≥≥≥≥ 110 kV according
to voltage

j pi(j), p.u. pi(j), p.u. pi(j), p.u. pu(j), p.u.
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
2 0.070 0.070 0.030 0.015
3 0.070 0.070 0.040 0.020
4 0.070 0.070 0.020 0.010
5 0.070 0.070 0.040 0.020
6 0.070 0.070 0.010 0.005
7 0.070 0.070 0.040 0.020
8 0.070 0.070 0.004 0.002
9 0.070 0.070 0.020 0.010
… … … … …
20 0.025 0.025 0.004 0.002
… … … … …
30 0.010 0.010 0.004 0.002
… … … … …
50 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.002

THD <0.10 (25…200 A)
<0.08 (>200 A) <0.08 <0.06 <0.03

In addition to the limit values for harmonics, the standard specifies a total harmonic distortion
(THD) [Sen99]. For voltages the Finnish standard follows the corresponding CENELEC-
standard 50160 [CEN94], but also gives requirements for the harmonic currents. Individual
levels are given for each harmonic separately for transmission and distribution networks. Total
distortion K1 based on THD is presented in the following equation.
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where Ak is the field at frequency k⋅50 Hz.

The meaning of the equation 7 is that the phases of the harmonics occur randomly. The
requirements presented by ICNIRP in previous equations 1 and 2 can be formatted in the same
way as equation 7. The 50 Hz component is used as a reference value (1.0 p.u.) and the
corresponding resulting cumulative level is labeled K2.
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where the constant C has different values for the effects of voltages and currents.

To see the effect of harmonics, a simple analysis was made in publication 6 (Table 1) assuming
that the voltage and current contain as much harmonics as is allowed for individual harmonics
by the national Finnish standard [Sen99]. In reality, these high harmonics levels do not appear
simultaneously.

The ICNIRP calculation method means, that if all 2nd … 15th harmonics of the voltage are
present simultaneously in the above 110 kV network, the magnitude of the 50 Hz electric field
should be limited to a value which is less than 50% of the value with no harmonics present. On
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the other hand, if the square root of the square sum of the components were used, even the use
of the first 45 harmonics would result in a value K1 < 1.002. If above 110 kV system has
maximum current harmonics up to eight, the 50 Hz allowed field level 100 µT (80 A/m) is
reduced by 50% to fulfill the condition of equation 2. If the LV (UN ≤ 0.4 kV) system has
maximum current harmonics up to the fifth, the allowed field level is reduced by 50% to fulfill
condition of equation 2. With the electric field there is usually no difficulty, because
surrounding material nearby reduces the electric field. [Kei00b]

However, a more accurate analysis can be presented, when the harmonic components are added
considering the phase angles [Jok00]. Thus, the value K’2 for any time value t can be presented
as follows.
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where kϕ  is the phase angle and φk is a biological correction angle at frequency k⋅50 Hz. The
limit value for K’2 is less or equal to one as presented previously in equations 5 and 6. Equation
9 has the same form as is in the equations of the Decree on the Upper Limits of Public
Exposure to Non-Ionizing Radiation by Finnish Ministry of Social Affairs and Health in 2002
[Sos02]. The form of equation 9 has been based in the latest ICNIRP statement, which is a
guide for determining exposure to pulsed and non-sinusoidal waveforms [ICN03].
Measurement methods in the latest statement can be considered as additional methods for the
methods presented in previous guidelines [ICN98].

Regulation for environmental effect analysis

There is a regulation for environmental effect analysis with transmission lines above 220 kV in
Finnish legislation. Environmental effect analysis has to be carried out with new transmission
lines and when the existing lines are changed or renewed. The analysis consists of effects on
natural conditions, urban structure, landscape, living conditions, health, and comfort. As a part
of the analysis, electric and magnetic fields are also considered in the design. [Fin99]
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4. METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

The vectorial character of the electric and magnetic fields is taken into consideration in
measurements, calculations and mitigation. The fields can be represented by a vector field,
which has a magnitude and a direction. The electric field causes a force, which strives to move
charges in the field. Every individual charge creates an electric field, the direction of which is
away from the positive charge. The local electric field is a vector sum of the electric field
components. As well, every individual movement charge creates a magnetic field, the direction
of which is perpendicular to the direction of movement and the viewing distance vector. The
local magnetic field is a vector sum of the components.

4.1 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Both electric and magnetic field realizes the Maxwell’s equations: Gauss's law, Faraday's law,
Ampere’s law and the law of no isolated magnetic poles. The only exception is that the
displacement current can be neglected with power frequencies, because the displacement
current and the energy stored in the field are small. Maxwell’s equations are represented in
equations 10 … 13, respectively [Rei62].

∫∫ =⋅
VS

dvadD ρ (10)

where D is electric flux density, ad  is differential area, S is the integration surface, ρ is the
volume charge density, dv is differential volume, and V is the integration volume, which the
surface S bounds.

∫∫ ⋅−=⋅
SC

adB
dt
dldE (11)

where E  is electric field strength, ld  is differential length, C is the closed integration path, B
is magnetic flux density and dt is differential time.

∫∫∫ ⋅+⋅=⋅
SSC

adD
dt
dadJldH (12)

where H  is magnetic field strength and J  is current density.

∫ =⋅
S

adB 0 (13)

The connection between different statements of electric and magnetic fields is based on the
equations for the fields in medium. These equations can be represented as follows.

ED ε= (14)

where ε is permittivity of the medium.

HB µ= (15)

where µ is permeability of the medium. The connection between electric field and current
density in conductive material can be represented as follows.

EJ σ= (16)

Equations 10 … 16 include the whole area of electromagnetism and cover all possible
situations. However, the sources of the magnetic field can also be recognized as currents and
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magnetic polarization. The magnetic field produced by the currents in a single electric
conductor loop can be determined with the law of Biot and Savart [Rei62].
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where r  is viewing point, µ0 is permeability of vacuum, 'r  is point with source current
density, J  is total current density and v´ is volume with source current density. The current
density in the previous equation can be divided into three parts, which include eddy currents,
source currents and polarization. The magnetic field produced by polarization includes
magnetization. The total magnetic field is a sum of the magnetic field components caused by
source and eddy currents and magnetization as follows [Rei62].
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where M  is magnetization. Thus, the magnetic flux density can always be represented with the
current density terms. In another words, the magnetic field does not have isolated magnetic
poles.

Alike, electric field sources are charges and polarization. Another way to solve the electrostatic
problem is to make the integration over the charge distribution as follows.
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where ε0 is permittivity of vacuum. However, this can be utilized only if the sources are well
known.

4.1.1 Boundary-value Problems for Electric and Magnetic Fields

For electric field calculations a typical problem is to solve electric field involved by several
conductors, with the potential given and the ground under the conductors. The problem is
electrostatic boundary-value problem for which a partial differential equation (PDE) can be
formulated from Gauss’s law. In the analysis the primary variable is the electric scalar
potential, V, which defines the electric field as:

VE −∇= (20)

In all ordinary points of space one has

ρε −=∇⋅∇ V (21)

The equation is a second degree PDE, which may be solved once the functional dependence of
ρ(x,y,z) and the appropriate boundary conditions are known. For magnetic field calculations a
typical problem is to solve a quasi-static eddy-current problem in which one part of the
problem area includes conductive material. In analysis the primary variable is the magnetic
vector potential, A , which defines the magnetic field as

AB ×∇= (22)

A PDE is formulated from Ampere’s law by taking into consideration equation 22, as follows.

JA =×∇×∇
µ
1 (23)
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The total current on the right-hand side can be divided into eddy currents and source currents.
Further, the eddy-currents can be formulated from Faraday's law, when the equation 22 is taken
into consideration.

( )A
tdt

BdE ×∇
∂
∂−=−=×∇ (24)

The electric field strength can be solved from previous equation, and further the eddy-current
density can be represented as follows.

SJV
t
AJ +





∇+

∂
∂−= σ (25)

where σ is electrical conductivity. In two-dimensional calculations the electric scalar potential
is zero. To conclude the analysis equation, in all ordinary points of space is as follows.

SJV
t
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 ∇+
∂
∂−=×∇×∇ σ

µ
1 (26)

Another way to formulate the quasi-static eddy-current problem is to make the integration over
the current density distribution as presented in equation 18. However, this can be utilized only
if the currents are well known.

Analytical and numerical methods can also be used to solve electric and magnetic field
problems. One major trend, analytical calculation methods can be used if the geometry of the
problem is simple. Analytical methods can also be used if the problem can be represented as a
simple problem with some simplifications and approximations. However, analytical calculation
methods are based on the previously presented laws and basal formulas. Another major trend is
numerical calculation methods. FEM analysis is one common numerical calculation method.
The FEM analysis is based on PDEs, which are transformed as a linear system of equations and
solved approximatively. Calculation methods used in example cases are presented in the
following chapters 4.2 … 4.5.

4.1.2 Electric and Magnetic Field Measurements

Measurements are needed in cases where the geometry of the electrical structures and the
surroundings are difficult to calculate. Another goal for measurements is to confirm the results
from a simplified calculation model.

When planning a measurement, the existing standards have to be taken account. Usually the
standards for electric and magnetic field measurements give basic frames, but no practical
instructions for the measurement. Whereas, for measurements of transmission lines and visual
display terminals more practical standards exist [IEE95, MPR90]. However, there are specific
studies in which the measurements are handled.

Measurement plans handle the amount and selection of the measurement points [Vad92]. The
meter in use should fit the requirements for the particular measurement. The properties of the
meter, memory and frequency response affect the decision when selecting the meter [Ols91].
The goal for the measurement may be clarifying the level of the field, spatial or temporal
variations, amount and duration of the exceeding of certain field value, harmonics, polarization
and human exposure [IEC98, IEE97].
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Important standards that are related to the measurement of the electric power system are IEEE
Std 644-1994 for the fields of power lines [IEE95], IEC 60833 for power lines and electrodes
[IEC87], and IEEE Std 1460-1996 for the quasi-static electric and magnetic fields [IEE97].
The standard IEC 60883 concerns with the measurement equipment, calibration and
measurements of electric field [IEC87]. The standard IEEE Std 1308-1994 deals with the
measurement equipment, inaccuracy, calibration and measurements. Standard IEEE Std 1140-
1994 is for the fields of visual display terminals. The standard IEC 61786 handles with the
methods, defines properties for human exposure meters, and defines basic frames for
measurements [IEC98]. In addition, the standard presents basics for the measurements and
calibration of the meters. According to the standard, it is important to find out, if the field is
homogenous or not, and if the studied person is in the field during the whole measurement
period or not. There is no practical instruction for carrying out the measurements.

According to the standard IEC 60833, when carrying out electric field measurement, it is
important to pay attention to proximity effects of the observer and the objects [IEC87].
According to the standard IEC 61786, the observer may be required to maintain a distance of
more than two meter from the measurement equipment [IEC98]. The distance between the
meter and nonpermanent objects shall be at least three times the height of the object in order to
measure the unperturbed field value [IEE95]. The distance between the probe and permanent
objects should be at least one meter [IEE95].

General instructions for the measurements are given in standard IEEE Std 1460-1996 [IEE97].
In measurements the information required includes the manufacturer, type and serial number of
the meter, measurement date and time, total uncertainty of the measurement, the present
calibration date, the size and geometry of the probe, and measured quantity. Other required
information is measurement frequency, description of the human activity, drawing of the
measured surroundings, measurement height, and information about possible field sources and
ambient conditions. [IEC98, IEE97]

In addition to standards, different study groups have published measurement practices used in
their studies. For example, the measurement methods for the transmission lines have been
presented in references [Abd99, Fer99, Mar93]. Other measurement methods for appliances,
space and exposure are presented in references [Bow98, Juu89, Kei96, Mar93]. In the Nordic
countries, there are internal instructions in some companies. For magnetic field measurement, a
Swedish company Vattenfall Utveckling AB has its own measurement practices [Lar97]. Also,
the Norwegian Energiforsyningens Fellesorganisasjon (EnFo) and the Danish Danske
Elvärkers Forening have their own practices for the measurements [Dan98, Smi95].

Electric and magnetic field meters

Magnetic field meters for power frequencies are based on measuring the magnetic induction
[Con85, Get89], Hall effect [Gor72, Hal94, Voi76] or hysteresis [Kaw94]. The operating
principle for measuring the induction is to define the voltage of a coil probe. The measured
voltage is proportional to the magnetic flux density, coil area, coil turns and frequency, as can
be verified from the Faraday's law in equation 11. The meter measures the magnetic field
component perpendicular to the coil normal. The effect of quasi-static electric field can be
shielded with a conductive and unclosed film around the coil. Figure 4.1 presents the operating
principle of the magnetic field meter.
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V

B
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Figure 4.1. Operating principle for magnetic field meter based on measuring magnetic
induction. B  is magnetic flux density, A is area of the coil, V is voltage
proportional to magnetic flux density. [Con85]

Electric field meters are ground free body, ground referenced or electro-optical meters. Each
meter type has a different kind of probe. In the ground free body meter the probe is based on
spherical, box or plate type probe [IEC87]. The meter follows current or charge between two
conductive electrodes [Con85]. The signal has to be transferred to the analyzer with an optical
cable to avoid disturbances or the electronics and the display has to be integrated in the probe.
In ground referenced meters current or charge between ground and conductive plate is
followed [IEC98]. In electro-optical meter the electric field changes optical properties of the
dielectric Pockel's crystal [Con85, IEC87]. In addition, the meter may have one or three
orthogonal probes depending on, whether it can measure one or three axis.

One common meter type for electric field measurements is free body meters based on box or
plate type probe. Operating principle for the probe is to measure polarization caused by electric
field; thus measurements are based on the Gauss's law in equation 10. Moving charge can be
measured from the conductor between two electrodes by measuring the current. The electric
field is proportional to the current, frequency of the field, and the area of the electrode
[Con85].

4.1.3 Mitigation Methods

Local magnetic field attenuation with distance can be simply presented by a single wire
conductor, return conductors, three phase single circuit conductors, small circuit and three
phase double circuit lines. Local magnetic field attenuation with distance differs for different
kinds of sources. The reason for this can be formulated from the previously presented laws and
basal formulas. For a wire conductor the magnitude of magnetic field with the distance r1 is as
follows based on the law of Biot and Savart.
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where B1 is the magnitude of magnetic flux density produced by single wire and r1 is the
distance between wire and observation point. Thus, the local attenuation with the distance is
inversely proportional to the distance for a single wire.

When the system consists of return conductors, the direction of the field components caused by
different conductors has to be taken account. However, the magnitude of the wire distances

1r and 2r  are generally almost equal, thus the magnitude of the distances can be represented as
r. If the distances are almost equal, the difference of the distances ∆r vanish compared to
observation distance in denominator of the law of Biot and Savart, and can be excluded
[Kau92]. This leads magnetic flux density B1,2 as follows.
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where B1,2 is the magnitude of magnetic flux density produced by conductors 1 and 2, and r is
distance between conductor system and observation point. Thus, the local attenuation with the
distance is inversely proportional to the square of the distance for conductors.

When the system consists of three phase single circuit conductors, the magnitude of magnetic
flux density has the same kind of form that is presented in equation 28 [Kau92]. However, the
vectoral form of the field components caused by different conductors leads to a coefficient,
which depends on the spacing of the conductors. In any case, the local attenuation with the
distance is inversely proportional to the square of the distance r [Kau92].

For a small circuit in which the size vanishes compared to observation distance, the attenuation
with the distance becomes from the law of no isolated magnetic poles presented in equation 13.
The local attenuation with the distance is inversely proportional to the cubic of the distance for
a small source compared to observation distance. The equal local attenuation with distance
appears, when the question is about three phase double circuit lines. [Kau92]

For electric field the local attenuation with the distance is more complex, because electric field
has isolated poles, all of which has to be taken into account in calculations. In other words, the
attenuation with distance for electric field is a case-specific feature in practice.

Shielding of magnetic field is extremely complex for ELF broadband (30 … 300 Hz), because
of minor deformation in materials [Iva96, Ols96, Was98]. With VF, VLF and LF broadband
(300 Hz … 300 kHz) the shielding is possible, e.g., with metallized shielding enclosures
[Bla88, Fri97, Tay93]. The shielding effectiveness (SE) is defined as a relationship of the field
results without shielding and with shielding, as presented in the next equation [Bri88, Fri97,
Kis96, Mos88, Ooi99, Sek91].

SB
BSE 0

10log20= (29)

where B0 is magnetic flux density without the shield and BS with the shield.

The SE can be calculated from the calculation or measurement results. Analytical and
numerical magnetic field calculations can be used [Car00, Fri97]. In addition analytical SE
calculation methods have been developed [Bri88, Kis96]. The effects of the shielding
parameters, material properties, distance from the source and geometry of the enclosures are
studied in references [Bri88, Kis96].

Mitigation methods in the technical management are based on the relationship between both
electric and magnetic fields. The base for the mitigation can be presented by means of the
Poynting's theorem, which is presented in equation 30 [Rei62].
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Poynting's theorem describes a power transferred into electromagnetic field through the motion
of a free charge in volume V. It also contains a negative Joule heating rate. The first term on
the right-hand side represents reactive power stored by the fields. The second term on the right-
hand side represents radiated power, which can be omitted with a quasi-static problem.
Poynting's theorem means, that a locally mitigation in ELF usually has an effect on both of the
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fields. Which means, e.g., decreasing magnetic field with shielding the electric field is locally
increased inside the shield. However, the effects are not always straightforward.

4.2 TRANSMISSION LINE

Electric and magnetic fields have mainly been calculated analytically, because considering
assumptions for non-disturbed field, they can give efficient results [Bab97, Den82, Kau92,
Liu96, Pet97, Ras98, Rei96]. Also, finite element method (FEM) and approximate calculation
methods have been used previously [Ism99, Kau92].

Electric field calculations in case of transmission line

An analytical equation for three-phase transmission line above earth plane can be formulated
based on the Gauss's law in equation 10. The “fictitious charges” method is used to set the
zero-potential level. Charges and fictitious charges can be seen in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2. Parameters used in the calculation of electric field strength of a transmission
line [Den82].

Taking into consideration the distances and charges presented in the previous figure, the
analytical equation is as follows [Den82, Liu96].
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where qk is charge per line length for conductor k, xk, yk, x0 and y0 are co-ordinates for
conductors and observation point, respectively, xa and ya  are unit vectors, and
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In equation 31 it is assumed that the ground surface is even [Ras98]. The charges are
determined through the voltages and the Maxwell potential coefficients, with the matrix
equation

Uq 1−= P (33)
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where P is the matrix of the Maxwell potential coefficients and U is vector of the voltages. The
shield wires are assumed to be grounded densely so that the voltages U4 and U5 can be
assumed as zeros. In the matrix P the diagonal terms for conductor a are
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where ya is the height of the conductor a above ground and da is the diameter of conductor a.
The off-diagonal elements of the matrix P are
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where yb is the height of the conductor b above ground, xa and xb are the horizontal co-
ordinates of the conductor a and b, respectively.

To calculate the fields along the line, the height of the conductors are calculated in every
calculation point. The sag of the conductors follows a hyperbolic cosine function [Mam96].
The curve of a hanging flexible conductor when supported at its ends and acted upon by a
uniform gravitational force is called a catenary. The height of the conductor presented with the
catenary function is as follows.
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where y is the conductor height, z is the distance from the middle span along the line, yk is the
minimum height of the conductor and a is a function, which depends on sag and total length of
the conductor in the span [Mam96]. The equation for the a is
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where sk is the sag and S is the total length of the conductor in the span. The total length of the
conductor is a hyperbolic sine function, which depends on the variable a, as well.

However, the use of the equation 36 is not simple in practice, thus the approach for the
formulation can be changed as a more practical formulation. If the equation 36 is simplified by
taking into consideration the first two terms of the hyperbolic cosine function, the equation
achieved is a practical approximation. The approximation means that the hyperbolic cosine is
represented as a second-degree function. The graph of the second-degree function is a parabola
and can be represented with measurable terms as follows.
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where z0 is the distance from the middle span along the line to observation point and d is span
of the towers.

Magnetic field calculations in case of transmission line

Magnetic field calculations of transmission lines are usually carried out with analytical
equations. The calculation is based on the law of Biot and Savart in equation 17. Analytical
equations are suitable for both overhead lines and underground cables because the ground
reduction of magnetic field is usually insignificant [Bab97]. The factors which may have an
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effect on the magnetic field from transmission lines are current, symmetry of the currents,
direction of the power transmission with two circuit lines, phase configurations, and the
locations of the phase conductors [Rei96]. The same equations can be used with cable systems.
The factors which may have an effect on the magnetic fields from cables are current, phase
angle and the locations of the phase conductors [Pet97].

The equation for magnetic field calculation is
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where Ik is load current of conductor k.

Measurements in case of transmission line

According to the IEEE Std 644 the electric and magnetic fields are measured at the height of
one meter from the ground in two directions [IEE95]. The fields are measured perpendicular
and parallel to the line. In the perpendicular measurement the first measurement point is under
the center conductor and one measurement point is under the outer conductor. Between those
two points there is five additional measurement points. In addition there is several
measurement points with equal intervals up to 30 meter from the outer conductor. [IEE95]

From these perpendicular measurements the highest value and its distance from the center
phase is selected. Measurements parallel with the line are carried out at that distance from the
center phase in 10 points at equal intervals along the span. In addition, the conductor heights of
the line at the mid-span are measured with a line height meter. Also, air temperature and
humidity are measured to determine climatic factors, which may affect the measurement
results. [IEE95]

Altogether, the measurement consists of 13 measurement points up to 30 meter from the outer
conductor. In this study, the standard is put into practice adding two additional measurement
points to the required measurement according to the standard [Kor00b]. The measurement
points are presented in figure 4.3 [Kor00b].
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Figure 4.3. Measurement points of transmission line. d is distance of the span. [Kor00b]
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The added points in figure 4.3 are 6 and 7, because the electric field of the transmission line is
supposed to be placed slightly away from the outer conductor [Kor00b]. The total amount of
the measurements was 23 points in a span. Measurements parallel with the line are carried out
at the same distance where the highest value occurs in the perpendicular measurement.

According to the standard the meter should be calibrated before a long measurement period and
after the measurements. Before the measurements, information from the line is marked in the
log sheet, e.g., voltage, load current, locations of the conductors and measurement points.
Temperature, time and date are also required. [IEE95]

Mitigation in case of transmission line

For transmission lines attenuation with distance and structural mitigation techniques can be
used. The problem is that methods are not necessarily economic. However, possible methods
are the use of cables and phase splitting in overhead transmission lines [Ehr99, Lan98, Ste93],
compact line design [Gid88, Kau92, Lin98, Pet97, Rei96], line height increasing [Pas98] or for
magnetic field the use of special reduction conductors, shields or active magnetic field
compensators [Ols90]. Often the methods also have a negative influence on the visual impact
of the line. Figure 4.4 presents different phase configurations of transmission line [Kau92].
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Figure 4.4. Phase configurations of a) horizontal configuration, b) triangular configuration,
c) x- configuration and d) double-circuit configuration, where s is the phase
distance and w is the circuit separation [Kau92].

Reference [Kau92] presents approximate equations for different transmission line
configurations. The inaccuracy with the approximate equations is less than 10% [Kau92]. Thus
the approximate equations help to give fast answers to the public about the magnetic fields, and
also to understand the dependencies of the magnetic field parameters with different
transmission lines [Kau92, Kei02a].

In addition, it is useful to consider the direction of the power flow, when planning the phase
order optimization of the double-circuit configuration [Rei96]. A point symmetric line
configuration is better, when the power flows in the same direction in a double-circuit
configuration. When the power flows in different directions, a mirror symmetric line
configuration is better [Rei96, Vuo93].

In Finland the horizontal configuration is the most common solution due to guyed portal
towers with open-wire lines. Although the 20 kV distribution line poles look different from 110
kV and 400 kV line towers, the calculation is similar for each line configuration [Kau92].
Figure 4.5 presents towers for different voltage levels [Elo88].
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Figure 4.5. Present line towers for 20, 110 and 400 kV in Finland [Elo88].

Besides line configuration changes, the mitigation can be carried out by using reduction
conductors [Mem96, Pet96]. The current in reduction conductors can be controlled actively by
analyzing the maximum mitigation or it can vary passively because of induction [Mem96,
Pet96, Shp96, Yam00]. Transmission line configurations can be more compact when selecting
insulated phase conductors or cables [Ehr00, Kar98]. In addition, ferromagnetic or conductive
shielding can be used for mitigating magnetic field, and all insulating and conductive materials
for deforming the electric field [Bra99, Pap99, Was98].

4.3 ELECTRIC SUBSTATION

The main calculation methods used previously with the calculations of electric substations are
the analytical calculation method and the FEM. The analytical calculation method has usually
been used for magnetic fields [Hay92, Zha90], whereas the FEM has been used for both
electric and magnetic fields [Daw95, Kor96]. However, electric fields in the case of electric
substations were not calculated in this study. The analytical magnetic field calculation method
takes into account the load currents, phase angles of the currents, phase order and the geometry
of the substation [Hay92]. With FEM it is also possible to take into account stationary and
movable constructions, grounding system, and biological objects [Daw95, Ver97].

Magnetic field calculations in case of electric substation

The analytical magnetic field calculation method is based on the law of Biot and Savart in
equation 17. When using analytical magnetic field calculation it is assumed that nearby
conductive or magnetic materials do not affect the field. The effect of the steel structures as
well as the magnetization part of the equation 18 can be omitted.

Each conductor can be calculated separately, and the total magnetic field is summed as a vector
sum. Calculations are simplified by dividing conductors as straight pieces and three co-ordinate
system transformations. First, all conductor pieces are changed to start from the origin. Then,
they are transformed parallel with x-axis using two co-ordinate system transformations. A
combined transformation matrix is as follows [Sch86].
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where angles α and β are specified in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6. Angles α and β for equation 40 [Kei97, Kei99a]. P is conductor end point, P´´ is
projection of point P in yz-plane, and P´ is projection of point P in x-axis.

The length of the conductor piece is considered with coefficient b0, which can be calculated
with equation 41 by using geometrical dimensions specified in the following figure 4.7.
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where l is the length of the conductor piece, x´ is transformed x co-ordinate of observation
point, r is viewing distance and angles γ1 and γ2 are presented in figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7. Angles γ1 and γ2 for equation 41 [Kei97, Kei99a].

The magnetic field in the transformed co-ordinate system can be calculated as follows.
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where µ0 is permeability of vacuum and I is load current in the conductor. The components
(B’x, B’y and B’z ) of the magnetic field can be obtained from equations 43 ... 45.
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where z´ is transformed z co-ordinate and y´ is transformed y co-ordinate of observation point.

The magnetic field of each conductor is calculated separately. After the field is calculated, the
field is transformed back to the original co-ordinates [Sch86]. The magnetic field in the
original co-ordinate system can be calculated as follows.

[ ]Tzyx BBBB '''1−= T (46)
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Magnetic fields of single conductor pieces are summed up as vectors using components, and
further calculations, e.g., RMS-value with equation 47, are carried out.

222 )()()( zyxres BBBB ++= (47)

Equations 41 … 46 were scripted for Matlab 5.2 in this thesis. The magnetic field was solved
with the analytical method and the results were presented in RMS values using equation 47.

Measurements in case of electric substation

In this study, the structure of the substation and its electrical system was clarified before the
measurement. The measured points were in straight lines and lattice sites in measurement
areas. The measurement height was 1 meter.

Mitigation in case of electric substation

The need for mitigation rises from technical aspects. For example, magnetic induction in
wiring of the relay system can cause false responses, which can even cause a blackout in the
whole substation [Yan96]. However, the induction has usually been taken into account in the
design. The occupational exposure may occur with measurements in the outdoor switchyard of
the substations (short-term) and when maintaining the substation (long-term). Usually
conductors in the working area are not loaded when the substation is maintained; thus the
magnetic field may be even smaller than with the normal load. But on the other hand, the
special switching of the substation can also increase the magnetic field during the maintaining
of the substation, because the load is forced to a limited part of the switchyard.

Possible mitigation techniques with electric substations are structural changes, shielding and
attenuation with distance. The attenuation with distance is an effective mitigation technique,
but there are also live wiring techniques with live powered conductors, which are an essential
part of the maintaining work. Even a 9 mT value can be reached with live working in a 400 kV
substation [Hut94]. In addition, protective clothing may be one possibility for electric field
exposure in outdoor installations. Nevertheless, the protective clothing usually appears with
hedging against electric shock and practically never from the electric field exposure point of
view. One other possibility for electric field is the use of GIS in new substations. The enclosure
of the GIS acts like Faraday's cage. The enclosure of the GIS also reduces magnetic field, but
the reduction degree is considerably lower than with the electric field [Won94]. However, this
cannot be used as a general method because of economic aspects.

In previous studies for indoor type 69/13.8 kV substation 25% mitigation has been reached by
elevating bus bars by 2 ft (0.6 m) [Far98]. In outdoor type 115/13.8 kV substations the
mitigation has been studied by chancing phasing of the bus bars [Far98]. The calculated
mitigation with double main bus bar construction has been 33% by changing the phasing of the
bus bars in horizontal construction [Hay92].

4.4 INDOOR DISTRIBUTION SUBSTATION

In previous studies the FEM has been used to calculate the magnetic field near indoor
distribution substations [Has93, Has94, Sal99]. In addition, the analytical calculation method
has been used with the magnetic field of the MV/LV substations in reference [Tik95]. The
calculations included the analytical method, or the combined analytical method and FEM. The
analytical calculation method has been presented in the previous chapter 4.3.
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Numerical calculations for indoor distribution substation

The effect of eddy currents in shielding material is estimated with the 2D-FEM. FEM
calculation is based on equation 26. The combined analytical method and FEM takes into
consideration the SE values, which can be calculated with equation 29. Shielding is accounted
for in those parts of the conductors, which are inside the shield. The SE is taken into account as
a coefficient for the magnetic field produced by the conductor inside the shield, as presented in
the following equation 48. The equation 48 is a solved form of equation 29.

0,
2010 i

SE

i BB
−

= (48)

where Bi is the magnetic flux density produced by the conductor piece i when the SE is present,
and Bi,0 is the magnetic field calculated analytically in conditions without the shield. The FEM
program used here was commercial MagNet 5.2.3.

Measurements in case of indoor distribution substation

Existing standards do not have an implementation of the measurement in a space above or
beside indoor distribution substations. Before the measurements, the structure of the indoor
distribution substation was found out according to the design drawings and by measuring the
distances if needed. After that, the measurement was started by defining the measurement
starting point, which was used to assign the other measurement points. The space above or
beside the projection of the middle phase LV connector of the transformer was chosen as a
measurement starting point. [Kor00b]

In the space above the indoor distribution substation the measurement starting point was
located with the distances given in the design drawings and by measuring the distances. The
measurement starting point was marked into the floor of the space. In addition, the projection
of the secondary LV conductors was defined in the space. The other measurement points were
located by measuring the distance from the starting point. If the walls of the space were
perpendicular, the direction of the grid followed the walls. Otherwise the direction of the grid
follows the direction of the closest part of the secondary LV conductors. An example of the
measurement grid is presented in figure 4.8 [Kei00c]. The step of the measurement grid was 1
meter.

LV- switchgear

transformer

Figure 4.8. An example drawing of the transformer room and the measurement points. • is
measurement point, point number 1 is measurement starting point. [Kei00c]

The measurement grid includes the secondary LV conductors of the substation. When the
measurement grid was ready, the current was measured from phase conductors and the PEN
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conductor. Usually the current was measured with the crotch core probe, but also with the
current transformers of the substation. The magnetic field was measured from the heights of 0
m (from the floor of the space), 1 m and 2 m. In the publications 5, 6 and 8 only the height of 1
meter was experienced as an interesting height. In the measurements a 3-axial
Wandel&Goltermann EFA-3 magnetic field meter (accuracy ±8%, RMS) was used. Calibration
of the meter was considered in measurements.

The measurement was started from the measurement starting point. The starting point was
followed by one of the directions of the grid. The measurement at the direction was continued
until the wall of the space or the magnitude of the field compared to the highest value was
insignificant. Finally the current was measured again. The current was measured in the same
way as before magnetic field measurements.

In the space beside the indoor distribution substation the measurement followed the same basic
instructions. However, the measurement starting point was defined in the wall between the
substation and the space beside.

Mitigation in case of indoor distribution substation

Mitigation in indoor distribution substations can be carried out by attenuation with distance, by
structural mitigation techniques and by shielding. In references, the mitigation of the magnetic
field near secondary LV conductors of the indoor substation was usually based on the shielding
[Has93, Has94, Iva96, Mos88, O'Co93, Sal99, Sal00, Sek91, Tay93]. Shielding may result in
high costs because the shielding with the LF broadband is complex [Sal00].

The shield has several parameters, which have been studied previously by different authors.
The parameters of the shielding are the width, height, thickness, length and distance to shielded
conductors, and the material of the shield [Has93, Has94, Iva96, Mos88, Sek91, Tay93]. Both
ferromagnetic and conductive materials have been studied and tested [Has93, Has94, Ols96,
Tay93]. However, in this case it depends on the structure of the secondary LV conductors and
the space available, which is the better shielding material. With a 5 mm thick aluminum shield
applied on the ceiling and the walls of the 10/0.4 kV substation the calculated SE has been 30
dB [Has94]. Also the location of shielding plates can have a major effect on the SE [Sal00]. In
addition to shielding, the phase splitting and active reduction has also been studied with the
secondary LV conductors of the substation. Phase splitting of the secondary LV conductors
means that divided phase conductors are placed to better reduce the magnetic field. In active
reduction the current carrying coils are located to reduce the field in certain locations [Sal00].

4.5 ARC FURNACE

The main goal of the previous arc furnace studies has been the heat transfer of the arc furnace.
For this reason the calculation of the electromagnetic fields has been coupled to the heat
transfer calculations [Ben91]. The goal has been to optimize the position of the electrodes in a
DC-furnace, when considering forces to the electrodes, arcs and supporting structures [Bir93,
Bir94, Fou96, Roq97, Sha98]. FEM is also essential, when reducing the instability caused by
the magnetic field. The mitigation has been realized with conductive plates or pipes, and also
with ferromagnetic shielding plates [Bir94, Cao89].

In this study magnetic fields of an arc furnace have been measured and calculated in the
vicinity of an arc furnace and inside a control room. The main magnetic field sources of arc
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furnaces are feeders, electrodes and arcs. The calculation method was a combined analytical
method and FEM, which was presented in the previous chapters 4.3 and 4.4.

Approximative magnetic field calculation

A Norwegian research group, Thomsen and Bjølseth has also studied magnetic fields of arc
furnaces [Tho92]. They have developed an approximative magnetic field calculation equation
for the three-phase arc furnace, which is based on measurement results:

[ ]T
r
aIB µ3= (49)

where B is magnetic field at the distance of r, a is structural coefficient, I is load current in
electrodes and r is the viewing distance from the center of the arc furnace. The equation was
estimated from statistical analysis of the measurements. The reference [Tho92] presents a value
of 5 for the coefficient a.

Measurements in case of arc furnace

When planning the magnetic field measurement, it is important to find out how the process
operates. Good knowledge of the process gives ideas about how the load current varies and
how it affects the magnetic field. In this study, the measurement method, carrying out practical
measurements, results and attenuation with distance are presented for magnetic field in
publication 7 and references [Kei99a, Kei99c]. The magnetic field was measured with four
Radians Innova ML-1 meters (accuracy ±10%). Calibrations of the meters were considered in
measurements. Four meters were used to get simultaneous results with attenuation information.
The meters can take 4096 values in their memory. Two meters have range 0.1 ... 1000 µT and
other two 0.01 … 100 µT.

Mitigation in case of arc furnace

Possible mitigation techniques with the arc furnace are attenuation with distance, structural
mitigation techniques, and shielding. The mitigation of the magnetic field external to arc
furnace is easiest in the design stage with structural mitigation techniques [Bir94, Cao89,
Fou96, Roq97]. The enclosure of the arc furnace shields the magnetic field. With DC arc
furnaces the ferromagnetic materials are the only alternative in shielding [Bir94]. With AC arc
furnaces both conductive and ferromagnetic materials are possible [Cao89].

Possible constructions for shielding with AC arc furnaces are cooling water pipes, conductive
sheets and supporting structures [Cao89]. The mitigation of the magnetic field also reduces the
forces affecting the structures and the arc [Cao89, Fou96]. Furthermore the symmetry of the
load current is pointed out as an important parameter in magnetic field mitigation of the arc
furnace [Cao89, Roq97]. In addition, in industrial environments an active reduction has utilized
producing anti-EMF [Bel99]. However, the system has not been tested with arc furnaces, so
far.
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5. RESULTS OF EXAMPLE CASES

Four examples of technical management of electric and magnetic fields in electric power
system were studied. The studied example cases were transmission lines, electric substations,
indoor distribution substations, and an arc furnace.

5.1 TRANSMISSION LINES

Transmission lines have been studied as a first example case, because guidelines may be
exceeded near 400 kV transmission lines. When comparing the fields with guidelines near 400
kV transmission lines, the electric field exposure is more critical than magnetic field exposure.
Fields have been measured and calculated, and after that the mitigation of the fields has been
analyzed.

The electric and magnetic fields of 400 kV transmission lines at the height of 1 m from the
ground were measured in the surroundings of Tampere, Helsinki and Paimio (25 spans, 38
measurements) [Kor98, Kor00b]. In the electric field measurements a 3-axial
Wandel&Goltermann's EFA-3 meter (accuracy ±5%, RMS) was used. The magnetic field was
measured with Radians Innova ML-1 magnetic field meter (accuracy ±10%, RMS).
Calibrations of the meters were considered in measurements. The line height was measured
with the Suparule line height meter, which is based on measuring the time of reflected
ultrasound. The inaccuracy of the meter was ±3 cm.

Electric and magnetic fields have been calculated with analytical methods. The calculation
method for electric field is presented in equations 31 … 35 and for magnetic field in equation
39. Electric field calculations have been presented in publications 2 and 6.

5.1.1 Measurement and Calculation Results

Measurements validate calculations and vice versa, thus the places with regular measurement
were also calculated. The results are presented in Table 5.1 [Kei99d, Kor98, Kor00b]. The
table includes only the highest values near the mid-span and along the line.

In some places the regular measurement method was not carried out completely. Those
measurements are marked as special measurements. These kinds of places were the spans with
the transposition of the phases and a bridge under the line. There the conductors were closer to
ground than usual. The location of the transposition was chosen as a measurement starting
point in perpendicular measurement. Above the bridge the measurement was only carried out
parallel to the bridge. For some spans the perpendicular measurement was carried out in both
directions from the line. This was the case when the field of two parallel lines was measured.
[Kor98, Kor00b]
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Table 5.1. The highest value of the measurement and calculation results [Kei99d, Kor98,
Kor00b]. n. is measurement number, reg./spec. is regular or special measurement,
Emax 1 is maximum measured field, Emax 2 is maximum calculated field, Vmean is
measured mean operational voltage over the whole measurement cycle, Bmax 1 is
maximum measured field, Bmax 2 is maximum calculated field, Imean is mean of the
load current calculated from transmitted power.

Region n. Line type Reg./Spec. Emax 1
kV/m

Emax 2
kV/m

Vmean
kV

Bmax 1
µT

Bmax 2
µT

Imean
A

T1 horizontal reg. 4.73 4.67 400.5 6.88 7.12 477.3
T2 horizontal reg. 5.19 5.07 400.8 7.13 7.54 487.1
T3 horizontal reg. 4.36 4.04 399.0 5.87 6.07 472.4
T4 horizontal reg. 1.55 4.06 401.0 5.22 3.99 295.9
T5 horizontal reg. 4.09 4.06 401.5 11.4 8.75 651.7
T6 horizontal reg. 2.91 5.59 399.0 5.17 5.07 315.3
T7 horizontal reg. 4.38 4.75 405.6 5.62 3.79 250.6
T8 horizontal reg. 4.41 5.57 401.5 4.15 4.02 242.0
T9 horizontal reg. 3.82 5.48 402.6 3.92 4.02 246.8
T10 horizontal reg. 5.06 5.67 402.3 4.42 2.91 167.2
T11 horizontal reg. 6.50 5.88 397.1 2.71 2.77 169.4

Tampere

T13 horizontal reg. 5.76 5.58 400.0 3.27 3.37 191.7
H1 horizontal reg. 5.04 8.47 396.4 3.33 3.50 153.2
H2 horizontal reg. 9.32 6.80 397.0 3.33 3.10 146.7
H3 horizontal reg. 1.57 3.06 400.5 3.54 3.68 365.3
H4 horizontal reg. 5.30 4.85 402.8 5.18 5.18 332.2
H5 vertical reg. 3.52 4.74 396.5 0.79 0.71 80.6
H7 delta circuit reg. 4.31 5.22 396.5 1.08 0.64 56.5
H9 horizontal reg.+4 points 4.87 5.73 396.1 4.76 2.24 121.5

H14 horizontal spec. 4.67 - 395.0 3.33 - 137.1
H16 transposition reg. 3.40 3.25 399.6 2.62 0.63 118.8
H17 vertical spec. 2.55 - 398.0 1.45 - 121.3

Helsinki

H18 vertical spec. 2.57 - 396.8 3.06 - 114.0
P1 horizontal spec. 6.46 - 399.3 5.07 - 309.3Paimio
P5 transposition reg.+10 points 5.67 4.99 397.9 4.35 4.96 270.4

Measured electric field values exceeded the 50 Hz maximum value of the guidelines, 5 kV/m
in 10 places. The highest measured electric field was 9.32 kV/m [Sjö01]. Differences in
calculated and measured values depend on varying load condition, rough ground and
inaccuracy in calculation parameters. In addition, vegetation damps the electric field by
changing distribution [Iso99, Kei99d, Suo01]. The effect of the vegetation can be found at
places Tampere T6 and Helsinki H1, H2 and H3 in Table 5.1. Usually, the electric field is
decreasing around areas where the vegetation appears. However, vegetation also affects points
other than the maximum.

Measured magnetic field values did not exceed 100 µT. The highest differences in calculated
and measured values depend on the same environmental parameters and inaccuracy in
calculation parameters as with the electric field. However, the vegetation does not affect the
magnetic field.

5.1.2 Electric and Magnetic Field Mitigation

Exposure to the fields of transmission lines can be reduced by choosing low field line
configurations, decreasing the harmonic distortion, increasing the conductor height and
reducing electric field with vegetation. The conductor height increase is studied as a fine tuning
method by studying the line sag variation as a function of the line temperature. In practice
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increasing the line height is a complicated and expensive method, and is not in wide use
[Pas98]. Also other mitigation methods have been presented earlier in chapter 4.2, e.g., phase
splitting [Lan98, Ste93], compact line design [Kau92, Lin98, Pet97, Rei96], reduction
conductors or active magnetic field compensators under the line conductors [Ols90].

Line configuration in electric and magnetic field mitigation

The current varies based on the power consumption. In Finnish 400 and 110 kV transmission
lines the mean current was analyzed in 1989. The study included 100% of the 400 kV
transmission lines and 88% of the 110 kV transmission lines in Finland in 1989 [Hon93,
Hon94]. The current has to be used as a statistical variable in practical calculations. In the
following example calculations 95% fractal has been used. The fractal means that during one
year the current is on average less than 299 A in 95% of 110 kV transmission lines. For 400 kV
lines the corresponding current is 777 A. The mean value for 20 kV lines has been evaluated to
be about 100 A. Although the 20 kV distribution line poles look different compared to 110 kV
line towers, the calculation is similar for each voltage level [Kau92]. Calculated line
configurations were presented previously in figure 4.4. Magnetic field calculation results are
presented in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Analytical magnetic field results for 20 kV (current 100 A), 110 kV (299 A) and
400 kV (777 A) lines: a) horizontal configuration, b) triangular configuration, c)
x-configuration and d) double-circuit configuration.

In the order of the lowest maximum magnetic field the results seem to be similar for 20 and
110 kV lines. The order is x-configuration (20 kV: max. 0.14 µT; 110 kV: max. 0.66 µT),
double-circuit configuration (20 kV: max. 0.28 µT; 110 kV: max. 0.88 µT), triangular
configuration (20 kV: max. 0.61 µT; 110 kV: max. 1.8 µT) and horizontal configuration (20
kV: max. 1.0 µT; 110 kV: max. 3.3 µT). The order for 400 kV lines is double-circuit
configuration (max. 2.2 µT), x-configuration (max. 4.4 µT), triangular configuration (max. 7.8
µT) and horizontal configuration (max. 14 µT). The difference is due to the distance relations.

Electric field was also calculated for the same line configurations. The nominal line voltage
was used in calculations. Calculated electric field results are presented in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Analytical electric field results for 20 kV, 110 kV and 400 kV lines a) horizontal
configuration, b) triangular configuration, c) x-configuration and d) double-
circuit configuration.

The order differed with studied line voltages. Results for 20 kV line in the order of the lowest
maximum electric field is triangular configuration (max. 0.08 kV/m), horizontal configuration
(max. 0.11 kV/m), double-circuit configuration (max. 0.11 kV/m) and x-configuration (max.
0.15 kV/m). The order for 110 kV line is double-circuit configuration (max. 0.47 kV/m),
triangular configuration (max. 0.54 kV/m), horizontal configuration (max. 0.63 kV/m) and x-
configuration (max. 0.66 kV/m). The order for 400 kV line is double-circuit configuration
(max. 1.51 kV/m), triangular configuration (max. 3.24 kV/m), x-configuration (max. 3.48
kV/m) and horizontal configuration (max. 3.90 kV/m). The difference between lines is due to
the distance relations of the different lines.

Electric and magnetic field harmonics

Based on the results the electric field values of the 400 kV transmission lines are slightly below
or even exceed the guidelines. If the value is near the specification, the effect of the harmonics
may be significant. The effect of the harmonics has been presented in publication 6. However,
when operating near the guidelines, vegetation and temperature are more important factors of
uncertainty. In addition, the owner of the 400 kV transmission lines operates the network, but
does not usually produce the harmonics.

Vegetation

The reduction effect of the vegetation has been observed especially with the electric field,
because all dielectric or conductive materials cause deformation. With the vegetation longer
than the measurement height the electric field may be smaller than without vegetation, because
of the screening effect of the vegetation presented in references [Hal01, Iso99, Kei99b, Kei99d,
Suo01]. If the measurement point of the electric field is between the vegetation and the
conductors of the transmission line, the effect may be similar or even opposite [Hal01].

The electric field reduction of the forest was nearly complete inside the forest and almost as
complete near the forest. For 20-meter high spruce or mixed forest the electric field reduction
effect from a distance of one to five meter was even 70%. The reduction effect could be
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observed even at the distance of 20 meters. With alder bushes with the height of 5 … 10 meter,
the reduction effect was just a little under 70%, but the observation distance was smaller than
with the higher forest. [Hal01]

The electric field reduction effect of individual trees has also been measured [Hal01]. For
example pine with the height of 15 meters, the reduction was 99% nearby the tree. For birch
with the height of 3 … 10 meters, the reduction was 41 … 100% depending on the height.
Whereas, for shorter trees, e.g., juniper, with the height of 2 … 4 meters the reduction was only
24 … 44% [Hal01].

Figure 5.3 presents an exemplary span (Tampere T11, results presented previously in Table
5.1), where calculation and measurement results differ because of vegetation damping effect
and ground height variations. [Suo00]

Figure 5.3. View from measurement location T11. [Suo00]

In figure 5.3 cut tree branches were at the distance of 14 m, and after the distance of 21 m
spruce trees were damping the field. Still another problem is the ground, which is usually
regarded as an even plane. Yet in reality there are hollows and hills, which have an effect on
the calculation results. The ground was ascending from the middle conductor to the
measurement direction. The maximum difference between measured and calculated values was
2.3 kV/m at the distance of 21 m, because of spruce trees damping the field.

Effect of line height

Line height increasing is considered in previous studies [Kuu00, Pas98]. The height of the
transmission line may be critical also with the lines scantily below the guidelines. When
evaluating the fields, the line sag variation as a function of temperature or load may cause
differences in measurement results at different times [Kei99b]. In this study the measurements
were carried out in summer while the yearly peak load in Finland is in winter. However, the
yearly peak transmission is not always in winter.
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In Finland, the highest mean of the annual absolute maximum was +31°C and the lowest mean
of the annual absolute minimum was -38°C between 1931 and 1960 [Atl88]. When heating of
sunshine and resistive heating of load current are considered in temperature, the line conductor
temperature may be much higher. The value of +70°C … +80°C is used in line design [Paa75].
As an example, one span (445 m) from a 400 kV horizontal transmission line was selected. The
structure of line towers in figure 5.4 was received from the network owner. [Kei99b]
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Figure 5.4. Structure of the example case line towers. [Kei99b]

The total diameter of the bundled 3×Finch phase conductors is 0.45 m. The diameter of shield
wires is 0.015 m. The sag is considered in y-coordinate of the phase conductors. The effect of
temperature on sag can be calculated from the conductor length of the span.

( ) ( )( )000 11 TTSTSS i −+=∆+= αα (51)

where S0 is reference length of the conductor, α is temperature coefficient of length, ∆T is
temperature change, T0 is reference temperature and Ti is observation temperature. By
considering the parabola approximation for the conductor height and some simplifications in
the conductor length integration, an estimate for the conductor length is as follows [Paa69].
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where d is span of the towers. The error in the integration of the conductor length is a function
of the span and sag length, being small (below 2⋅10-3% from the span length) for a typical 400
kV transmission line. Furthermore, the sag as a function of the conductor length is as follows.

( )2

8
3 dSdsk −= (53)

The measured average line height near the mid-span was 13.8 m. The air temperature was
+9.5°C during the measurements [Kei99b]. Results for electric and magnetic fields as a
function of sag variation (conductor temperatures -38°C … +70°C) are presented in figures 5.5
… 5.8.

As a function of the temperature, the difference between the highest and the lowest maximum
magnetic field values was 4 µT this example case. The difference between electric field values
was 3 kV/m in.
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Figure 5.5. Calculated electric field of the transmission line at maximum, minimum and in
measurement conditions, and measured fields near the mid-span [Kei99b].
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Figure 5.6. Calculated electric field of the transmission line at maximum, minimum and in
measurement conditions, and measured fields along the line.
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Figure 5.7. Calculated magnetic field of the transmission line at maximum, minimum and
in measurement conditions, and measured fields near the mid-span.
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Figure 5.8. Calculated magnetic field of the transmission line at maximum, minimum and
in measurement conditions, and measured fields along the line.

Table 5.2 presents calculation results for all studied regular measurement places for present
temperature (Emax 2, Bmax 2). In addition Table 5.2 presents results for conductor temperatures
-38°C and +70°C. The temperature has previously been presented in reference [Hal01].

Table 5.2. Calculation results for different conductor temperatures. E-38°C is electric field at
temperature -38°C, E+70°C is electric field at temperature +70°C, B-38°C is magnetic
field at temperature -38°C, B+70°C is magnetic field at temperature +70°C.

Region n. Temperature
(  )°°°°C

Emax 2
kV/m

E-38°°°°C
kV/m

E+70°°°°C
kV/m

Bmax 2
µT

B-38°°°°C
kV/m

B+70°°°°C
kV/m

Tampere 1 12°C 4.67 3.38 6.53 7.12 5.37 9.55
2 15°C 5.07 4.06 6.18 7.54 6.30 8.97
3 17°C 4.04 2.77 5.41 6.07 4.38 7.93
4 13°C 4.06 2.89 5.80 3.99 2.91 5.39
5 18°C 4.06 2.75 5.55 8.75 6.18 11.5
6 10°C 5.59 4.64 7.02 5.07 4.34 6.10
7 13°C 4.75 4.00 5.55 3.79 3.29 4.43
8 17°C 5.57 4.48 6.63 4.02 3.38 4.72
9 20°C 5.48 4.06 6.84 4.02 3.14 4.92

10 8°C 5.67 5.05 6.39 2.91 2.67 3.27
11 7°C 5.88 4.94 7.70 2.77 2.41 3.51
13 15°C 5.58 4.96 5.74 3.37 3.16 3.59

Helsinki 1 16°C 8.47 7.68 9.33 3.50 3.23 3.80
2 16°C 6.80 6.36 7.27 3.10 2.93 3.28
3 25°C 3.06 2.11 3.63 3.68 2.67 4.46
4 25°C 4.85 3.73 5.83 5.18 4.10 6.09
5 15°C 4.74 4.31 5.29 0.71 0.64 0.79
7 15°C 5.22 4.88 5.76 0.64 0.60 0.70
9 14°C 5.73 5.26 6.28 2.24 2.07 2.44

16 16°C 3.25 3.04 3.38 0.63 0.60 0.67
Paimio 5 17°C 4.99 3.93 5.57 4.96 4.21 5.78

As can be seen in Table 5.2, electric field values at conductor temperature +70°C exceeded the
value of 5 kV/m in all except two measurements. Exceedings depended significantly on the
present conductor temperature, which was unknown. However, it was approximated to be the
same as the outside air temperature. This simplification leads to lower electric and magnetic
fields. However, none of the measurements exceeded 15 kV/m, which is a short-term limit
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value in Finnish decree for 50 Hz electric field. When considering the variation of the
conductor temperature, the magnetic field values were still clearly below guidelines.

5.2 ELECTRIC SUBSTATIONS

Measurements have been carried out in the 110/20 kV transformer substation (publication 4
and reference [Kei98b]), 110 kV GIS, 400 kV switching substation (publication 3) and 400/110
kV transformer and DC link substation. In the measurements a 3-axial Wandel&Goltermann's
EFA-3 electric and magnetic field meter was used. Magnetic fields were calculated at the
outdoor substations.

Electric and magnetic field measurement in the substation is principally case-specific, because
they are different from the structure. Measurements can be carried out from an occupational
exposure or disturbance point of view. When the question is about the occupational exposure,
the measurements are concentrated in places where the workers are. With the disturbances
caused by the fields, the goal is usually to find out the source of the disturbing magnetic field.

5.2.1 110/20 kV Transformer Substation

Publication 4 represents the results of the electric and magnetic field measurements performed
in a 110/20 kV outdoor substation. The substation has double bus bar systems, three outgoing
feeders and three 110/20 kV power transformers. The height of the two bus bars is 6.6 m and
the height of the connecting lines is 4.3 m. The 20 kV underground cable is laid about 0.7 m
beneath ground level.

Appendix 1 presents the 110 kV switchyard [Kei98b, Kor00, Toh98]. After a brief survey at
the switchyard, one rectangular area was selected for measurements. In addition, two straight
lines 1 and 2 for magnetic field perpendicular to each other and two parallel straight lines 3 and
4 for electric field were selected for measurements. The measurement height was 1.0 m. The
distance between the measurement points was 4.0 m on the electric field measurement area and
2.0 m on the other measurements. In the magnetic field measurements bus bar 1 was grounded
and not in use.

The variation of currents in transmission lines and cables were recorded during the magnetic
field measurements. Current values are presented in publication 4. The measurement results of
the rectangular area in contours of magnetic field are presented in figure 5.9. Calculation
results are presented in figure 5.10.

The highest magnetic field values of the 110 kV switchyard were near transformer 4, where the
magnetic field was from the 20 kV system. The highest measured value was 18.6 µT and at the
same point the calculated value was 17.4 µT. The reason for the location of the highest value is
that the current of the secondary LV system is 5.5 times higher than in the primary system. In
addition, the secondary LV cables (current 703 A) are wired close to the observation points of
the measurement and calculation. The distance from 20 kV cables was 1.8 m. Nevertheless,
phase distance in 20 kV system is much less than in 110 kV system. In the area close to the 110
kV connecting lines the highest measured value was 18.0 µT. The line was carrying the highest
110 kV line current, 324 A.
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Figure 5.9. Contour line measurement results of magnetic field (RMS) at the 110/20 kV
substation (n=176, dotted lines are bus bars). [Kei97]
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Figure 5.10. Contour line calculation results of magnetic field (RMS) at the 110/20 kV
substation (n=176, dotted lines are bus bars). [Kei97]

Results for magnetic field in the lines 1 and 2 are presented in publication 4. The maximum
differences between measurement and calculation results at the height of 1 meter were -0.76
µT for line 1 and -2.31 µT for line 2. One reason for the difference was varying load current
and phase difference, which were not taken into account as time-dependent calculation factors.

The voltage at the 110 kV switchyard in the beginning of the electric field measurements was
116.0 kV. The measurement results on the rectangular area are presented in figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11. Contour line measurement results of electric field (RMS) at the 110/20 kV
substation (n=48, dotted lines are bus bars) [Kor98].

In the rectangular measurement area the highest value was 3.1 kV/m. The highest electric fields
are caused by the conductors feeding transformer 4. Also, the outgoing transmission line
feeders 3 and 4 cause local peaks to the electric field. The bus bars do not cause clear peaks to
the electric field since they are located higher than the conductors of the outgoing feeders.

The electric field measurement results on the measurement lines 3 and 4 are presented in
publication 4. The measurement line 3 was located near the place where the feeders of the
outgoing transmission lines pass below the bus bar 1. The highest measured value 4.6 kV/m
was measured on measurement line 3 near transmission line 3. Also other transmission line
feeders on measurement line 3 caused clear peaks in the electric field. The highest value 3.5
kV/m on the measurement line 4 was between transmission line 5 and transformer 5 feeders.

5.2.2 110 kV Gas Insulated Substation

Electric and magnetic field measurements were carried out in a 110 kV GIS. The substation
consists of eight outgoing feeders, which have single phase gas insulated module components.
Two generator feeders were open at the moment of the measurements. Two straight lines 1 and
2 were measured. Lines were under the connecting cables (line 1, 21 points) and away from the
switchyard (line 2, 8 points). In line 1, the harmonics were measured from the point, where the
field was the highest. In line 2, the attenuation with the distance from the switchyard was
measured. Distance between the measurement points was 1 m. The measurement height was 1
m above the substation floor. Figure 2 in Appendix 1 presents the measurement points.

The load currents in feeders were measured before and after the magnetic field measurements.
Figure 5.12 shows the direction of the power transfer. Table 5.3 shows the load current values
in specific feeders during the measurements.
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Figure 5.12. The load current of the feeders in 110 kV GIS. [Sau02]

Table 5.3. Load currents before and after the magnetic field measurement in 110 kV GIS.
[Sau02]

Current Ibefore, A Iafter, A
I1 303 303
I2 361 361
I3 117 115
I4 0 0
I6 480 480
I8 230 234
I9 108 111
I10 52 54
I11 0 0

The magnetic field was measured under the connecting cables. The measurement results for
magnetic field in line 1 are presented in figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13. Magnetic field on measurement line 1 in the 110 kV GIS. [Sau02]

Magnetic field was the highest near cables, which carried the highest load current. The highest
magnetic field value was 24.5 µT. After line 1 was measured the harmonics content of the
magnetic field was measured from point 17, where the magnetic field was the highest. The
harmonic distortion, K1 of the magnetic field according to equation 7 was 1.000009 and K2
according to equation 8 was 1.049. The K2 value means, that the magnetic field value of the
nominal frequency 50 Hz is allowed to be 476.8 µT according to ICNIRP occupational
exposure guidelines. Magnetic field attenuation as a function of distance along line 2 is
presented in figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14. The magnetic field away from the switchyard along line 2 in the 110 kV GIS.
Measurement point 22 was 1 m from the corner of the switchyard. [Sau02]

At the corner of the switchyard the magnetic field values were small compared to the values
under the connecting cables. The workbench of the substation was at a distance of 6 meters
from the switchyard. No disturbances have been observed from electrical appliances on the
workbench. In addition, magnetic field harmonics were measured near the 110 kV cables in the
cable tunnel behind the 110 kV GIS. The cable tunnel was an additional route for workers to
go to the substation. The K2 value was 1.028 meaning the limit value 486.6 µT for 50 Hz.
However, the measured 50 Hz magnetic field value was 145 µT.

All electric field values under the connecting cables were about 0.002 kV/m in measurement
line 1. The reason for this was that all the conductors were insulated. Also all the metallic
structures in the substation were grounded.

5.2.3 400 kV Switching Substation

Electric and magnetic fields were measured on the switchyard of a 400 kV switching
substation. The substation consists of two-breaker system (duplex), four outgoing feeders and
two power transformers (400/110 kV, 400 MVA) and there was no air core coil.

Measurement lines were chosen based on the substation structure, a survey measurement, and
locations of the service corridors. Measurements were taken in 71 points on lines 1 … 3, and in
38 points on line 4. The distance between the measurement points was 2 m. The measurement
height was 1 m. The voltage in bus bars and powers were recorded during the measurements.
Figure 3 in Appendix 1 presents the layout of the 400 kV switchyard. [Kor98]

Electric field results on the four measurement lines are presented in publication 3. The results
varied according to the position relative to the line feeders. For example in the beginning of the
measurement lines 1 … 3 the electric field increased until the outer phase of the first feeder bay
(10 m) and then decreased below the center phase (15 m) due to the symmetry of the three
phase system. All feeders had a similar effect. In line 4, the results were more stable since the
distance to the feeders was constant. Variation was caused by the different height of conductors
in the feeder bay. Electric and magnetic field results are presented in figures 5.15 … 5.18.

The highest electric field was 9.92 kV/m (voltage 404.6 kV) measured from line 1. The other
highest values were 9.35 kV/m (402.5 kV) in line 2, 9.49 kV/m (403.9 kV) in line 3 and 9.86
kV/m (405.3 kV) in line 4 [Kor98]. The highest magnetic field values were 9.19 µT measured
from the line 2 and 7.92 µT calculated from the same line.
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Figure 5.21. Electric fields on line 1 at the 400 kV switchyard (n=83, bus bar °°° ). [Kei02b]

The highest value 7.64 kV/m was measured from point 43, which was 86 meters from the
western end of line 1. Also, the harmonic content of the point was measured. Up to 650 Hz the
K2 value was 1.067 meaning the limit value 9.37 kV/m for 50 Hz. [Kei02b]

The K2 value for the measurement near the converter of the DC link was 1.033 meaning the
limit value 9.68 kV/m for 50 Hz. Electric field away from the fence of the substation on line 2
is presented in figure 5.22. [Kei02b, Kor02]
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Figure 5.22. Electric field away from the fence of the substation (n=21) on line 2. [Kei02b,
Kor02]

Values away from the fence of the substation were quite small compared to the EU
recommendation value 5 kV/m. The 110 kV transmission line cause a relatively similar peak as
in the magnetic field results in figure 5.20. The electric field values were still even below 1
kV/m.

5.2.5 Electric and Magnetic Field Mitigation

The mitigation of the fields in the substation is effective at the design. One possibility is to plan
a GIS instead of an outdoor substation if it is economically possible. By using the GIS, the
external electric field is almost completely eliminated, because all the metallic structures are
grounded and outgoing lines are cables. Instead, the magnetic field with GIS may be even
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higher than with air insulated substations, because switchgear apparatus may be closer to
workers. In addition, due to contact protection workers may do installations near powered
outgoing cables or switchgear, which may cause high magnetic field exposure.

In the measured substations the highest maximum field 9.9 kV/m was slightly below
occupational exposure reference value 10 kV/m. However, the bus bar voltages were
considerably below the maximum continuous operational voltage 420 kV. The guidelines
could be exceeded with the maximum operational voltage. The level of the harmonics was not
significant. Thus reducing the harmonics of the voltage or current may have a minor effect on
the exposure.

With live wiring techniques, which are an essential part of maintenance work, the protective
clothing may be one possibility with electric field exposure. However, protective clothing has
practically never been used or considered from an electric field exposure point of view (So far
only with hedging against electric shock).

5.3. INDOOR DISTRIBUTION SUBSTATIONS

Electric and magnetic fields in the case of indoor distribution substations are principally case-
specific, because structures and devices vary. However, the electric field is not a problem in the
space above or beside the indoor distribution substation, because the ceiling and the walls of
the substation eliminate it. The secondary LV system of the indoor distribution substation is a
significant source of the magnetic field.

Construction drawings of the 200 indoor distribution substation structures were analyzed to get
a secondary LV system classification. There was not enough information for classification in
37 construction drawings. The only information for the 15 structures was that they contain bus
bars and cables in 29 structures [Kot99]. Structural distribution of the secondary LV in 119
indoor distribution substations is presented in figure 5.23 [Kot99].
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Figure 5.23. Structural distribution of indoor distribution substations [Kot99].

Magnetic field with original structures, 20 situations, and different mitigation methods, 15
structures, were measured and calculated. The total amount of the studied structures of
secondary LV conductor systems was 35. Studied examples of indoor distribution substations
are presented in Table 5.4. In the name of indoor distribution substation a subscript A is
original structure and subscripts B … D are adapted mitigation methods. [Kei00c]
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Table 5.4. Studied examples of indoor distribution substations. Subst is substation, subscript
A in substation name is original structure, subscripts B … D are adapted mitigation
methods. [Kei00c]

Subst Structures of the secondary conductor system
S1A Bus bars horizontally, mounted near ceiling
S1B Bus bars changed to cables, placed optimally in a lower position
S2A Bus bars vertically, mounted near ceiling
S2B Bus bars changed to cables and placed on the floor of the substation
S3A Bus bars horizontally, mounted near ceiling, dry type transformer
S3B Installed instead two oil insulated 1000 kVA transformers, bus bars changed to cables and placed on

the floor of the substation
S4A Bus bars vertically, mounted near ceiling
S4B Bus bars changed to cables and placed on the floor of the substation, 5 mm thick Al groove added
S5A Cables near ceiling and placed not optimally
S5B Cables placed partially on the floor of the substation
S5C Cables placed on the floor of the substation
S5D 5 mm thick Al plate behind the LV switchgear
S6A Bus bars horizontally, transformer and the LV switchgear put together lying back to back
S6B 3 mm thick Al enclosure added
S7A Cables near ceiling and placed optimally
S7B Cables placed in a 1 m lower position
S8A Bus bars vertically, mounted near ceiling
S8B Bus bars changed to cables, placed optimally in a lower position, 5 mm thick aluminum groove added
S8C Groove completed with the cover
S8D 5 mm thick Al plate added above MV switchgear
S9A Bus bars horizontally, mounted near ceiling
S9B 5 mm thick Al enclosure added
S10A Cables near ceiling and placed not optimally
S10B 5 mm thick Al plate added to one wall of the substation
S11 Cables placed on the floor of the substation and placed not optimally
S12 Transformer and the LV switchgear put together lying back to back
S13 Bus bars horizontally, mounted near ceiling
S14 Bus bars horizontally
S15 Cables near ceiling and placed optimally
S16 Cables near ceiling and placed not optimally
S17 Cables placed on the floor of the substation and placed not optimally
S18 Cables near ceiling and placed not optimally
S19 Cables placed on the floor of the substation and placed not optimally
S20A Bus bars horizontally, mounted near ceiling
S20B 4 mm thick Al plate added to one wall of the substation

The length of the secondary systems mainly affects the spread propagation of the magnetic
field. Thus the effect of the length of the secondary is not presented as a mitigation method in
the following analysis. In two structures of the indoor distribution substations magnetic field
mitigation was utilized as separate parts and the field was measured between changes. One
substation included a dry type transformer. The magnetic field compared to the nominal power
may be higher with dry type than with oil insulated transformers, because differences in stray
capacitance and casing [Tik92].

5.3.1 Measurement and Calculation Results

Magnetic field calculation method for the indoor distribution substations is presented in
publications 1, 5, 6, 8 and in references [Kei01a, Kei01b]. The measurement method has been
presented in publications 6 and 8. Calculation and measurement results are widely presented in
publication 6 and 8, and references [Kei00c, Kei01a, Kei01b]. Table 5.5 presents maximum
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measured values (at the floor of the room above or next to, and at the height of 1 m), maximum
calculated values (1 m), and the difference between the values ∆Bmax (1 m). [Kei00c]

Table 5.5. Measured (BM) and calculated (BC) magnetic field values and the difference ∆Bmax.
[Kei00c]

Substation Iload, A BM (floor), µT BM (1 m), µT BC (1 m), µT ∆∆∆∆Bmax (1 m), µT ∆∆∆∆Bmax (1 m), %
 S1A 505 -1) -1) 2.56 -1) -1)

 S1B 505 7.93 1.56 1.58 -0.02 -1.28
 S2A 380 202,3) -2,3) 10.7 -1) -1)

 S2B 380 32,3) -2,3) 1.51 -1) -1)

 S3A 1500 -1) -1) 458.74) -1) -1)

 S3B 630+585 224.04) 151.64) 166.64) -15.0 -9.89
 S4A 250 -1) 3.33) 3.33 -0.03 -0.91
 S4B 250 -1) -1) 0.70 -1) -1)

 S5A 715 -1) 103) 13.6 -3.6 -36.0
 S5B 715 -1) 83) 10.8 -2.8 -35.0
 S5C 700 -1) 1.33) 1.60 -0.3 -23.1
 S5D 680 -1) 1.33) 1.60 -0.3 -23.1
 S6A 850 -1) 2.33) 2.54 -0.24 -10.4
 S6B 8505) -1) 1.73) 0.27 -1) -1)

 S7A 3005) -1) 1.53) 1.22 -1) -1)

 S7B 3005) -1) 1.03) 0.90 -1) -1)

 S8A 382 17.5 4.23 5.23 -1.00 -23.6
 S8B 246 1.31 0.40 0.31 0.09 22.5
 S8C 294 1.30 0.39 0.39 0.00 0.0
 S8D 294 -1) -1) 0.39 -1) -1)

 S9A 1200 -1) 12.0 12.2 -0.2 -1.7
 S9B 1200 -1) 2.13) 0.99 1.11 52.9
 S10A 500 -1) -1) 5.426) -1) -1)

 S10B 500 -1) -1) 2.616) -1) -1)

 S11 138 0.88 0.49 0.49 0.00 0.0
 S12 331 2.40 0.60 0.49 0.11 18.3
 S13 730 41.6 5.51 6.32 -0.81 -14.7
 S14 975 26.2 3.83 2.98 0.85 22.2
 S15 511 6.95 2.19 1.61 0.58 26.5
 S16 356 6.19 2.05 1.74 0.31 15.1
 S17 500 -1) -1) 2.81 -1) -1)

 S18 500 -1) -1) 3.10 -1) -1)

 S19 500 -1) -1) 0.72 -1) -1)

 S20A 428 -1) -1) 0.36 -1) -1)

 S20B 428 0.376) 0.266) 0.316) 0.5 19.2
  1) no results; 2) on the floor of the space above; 3) measured by the electric utility;
  4) inside the substation; 5) estimated; 6) in the space beside

The measured maximum values in the room above (excluding the results remarked with 1 … 4)
were 0.26 … 5.51 µT, and the calculated values were 0.31 … 6.32 µT at the height of 1 meter.
If the difference is compared to measured values the differences were 0.0% … 26.5%. The
differences were partly due to the fact that measurements were non-accessible in some
locations where, however, the calculations have been carried out. At the floor level the results
were between 0.37 … 41.6 µT, being 1.4 … 7.5 times higher than at the height of 1 meter. The
public exposure guideline was not exceeded. However, when considering the harmonics, the
exceedings may be possible at floor level.

One major factor, which affected the differences, was the difficulty to determine the location of
the secondary LV conductors in the space above or beside. Also, the thickness of the floor of
the space above, or the wall of the space beside was difficult to measure with the meters used.
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The load current and the thickness of the floor were studied for the indoor distribution
substations S8A…S8C. The results are presented in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6. The effect of the measured load current I and varied floor thickness ∆h [Kei00c].

Subst. I, A Calculated
B, µT

B/I
µT/A

∆∆∆∆h = -0.1 m
∆∆∆∆B, %

∆∆∆∆h = +0.1 m
∆∆∆∆B, %

∆∆∆∆h = +0.2 m
∆∆∆∆B, %

∆∆∆∆h = +0.3 m
∆∆∆∆B, %

∆∆∆∆B/∆∆∆∆h
%/m

  S8A 382 5.2 +1.37 +11.9 -10.3 -19.3 -27.1 -119 … -90
  S8B 246 0.3 +0.13 +5.2 -4.9 -9.5 -13.8 -52 … -46
  S8C 294 0.4 +0.14 +5.1 -4.8 -9.4 -13.7 -51 … -46

The load current is a linear factor for the magnetic field. In addition, the thickness of the floor
was almost a linear factor in the scales presented in the Table 5.6. For the original structure the
dependency on the thickness of the floor was remarkably high. Whereas, the dependencies
were considerably lower for mitigated substations S8B and S8C. The other affecting factors are
varying asymmetry of the load current, vagabonding ground currents, all electrical equipment
in the building producing magnetic field, and all loaded conductors.

5.3.2 Magnetic Field Mitigation

The means for the magnetic field mitigation have been presented in publications 6 and 8 and in
references [Kei00c, Kei00d]. Magnetic field values in a room above or beside are usually
below the exposure guidelines, whereas disturbance problems may appear. In addition, the
guidelines may be exceeded at floor level. When reducing magnetic fields, the most significant
perspective is to consider the structure of the secondary LV conductor system between the
transformer and the LV switchgear.

Satisfactory solutions can be achieved by simultaneously applying several methods [Kei00b].
Also factory-made, low-field substations can be applied. Possible structural changes are
changing bus bars to cables, optimal positioning of the cables, increasing the distance between
the secondary system and the ceiling, installing two substations instead of one in the same
place, reducing harmonics of the load current, and putting transformer and LV switchgear
together lying back to back. Table 5.7 presents magnetic field reduction effect for both the
highest calculated and the highest measured values.

The transformer is not usually a remarkable magnetic field source, because nearly all of the
magnetic flux stays inside the transformer core or the field is reduced in the transformer tank
[Tik92]. However, the magnetic field from the LV switchgear becomes significant, when the
magnetic field from the secondary LV conductor structure is reduced.

The shielding of the secondary system can be realized with a metallic groove, enclosure or
plate. In shielding the materials may be highly conductive aluminium and copper or
ferromagnetic iron [Kei00a]. With highly conductive materials the shielding effect is based on
the eddy currents induced in the material. With the ferromagnetic materials the shielding effect is
due to ferromagnetic ability to lead magnetic flux inside the material away from the object. In
practice, the most common material is very pure aluminium [Suo93].

The heat transfer worsening effect has to be considered in high current systems, when
estimating the load capacity of the system. The shielding may worsen the convection; in other
words the heat transfer from the secondary LV conductors to the surroundings is deteriorated
or is completely prevented. In addition, when conductors are shielded the air cannot flow freely
between the conductors. The shielding may be critical, e.g., in industry.
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Table 5.7. Reduction effect of the structural change between the initial structure A and
changes B … D based on the highest values. The effect of the changing load
current has been eliminated. [Kei00c]

Subst. Initial
calc., µT

Initial
meas., µT Structural change Changed

calc., µT
Changed
meas., µT

Calc.
reduct.,

%

Meas.
reduct.

, %
S1A…B 2.56 -1) Bus bars changed to cables, placed

optimally in a lower position
1.58 1.56 38.3 -1)

S2A…B 10.7 About 202) Bus bars changed to cables, placed on
the floor of the substation

1.51 About 32) 85.9 85.02)

S3A…B 458.7 -3) Installed two transformers, bus bars
changed to cables, placed on the floor

166.6 151.6 55.2 -3)

S4A…B 3.33 About 3.3 Bus bars changed to cables and placed
on the floor of the substation, 5 mm
thick aluminum groove added

0.70 -3) 79.0 -3)

S5A…B 13.6 About 10 Cables placed partially on the floor 10.8 About 8 20.6 20.0
S5A…C 13.6 About 10 Cables placed on the floor 1.60 About 1.3 88.0 86.7
S5A…D 13.6 About 10 5 mm thick aluminum plate behind the

LV switchgear
1.60 About 1.3 87.6 86.3

S6A…B 2.54 About 2.3 3 mm thick Al enclosure added 0.27 About 1.7 89.4 26.1
S7A…B 1.22 About 1.5 Cables placed in a 1 m lower position 0.90 About 1.0 26.2 33.3
S8A…B 5.23 4.23 Bus bars changed to cables, placed

optimally in a lower position, 5 mm
thick aluminum groove added

0.31 0.40 90.8 85.3

S8A…C 5.23 4.23 Groove completed with 5 mm thick Al
cover

0.39 0.39 90.3 88.0

S8A…D 5.23 4.23 5 mm thick aluminum plate added
above MV switchgear

0.39 -3) 90.3 -3)

S9A…B 12.2 12.0 5 mm thick Al enclosure added 0.99 About 2.1 91.9 82.5
10A…B 5.42 -3) 5 mm thick aluminum plate added to

one wall of the substation
2.61 -3) 51.8 -3)

S11 -3) -3) Cables placed on the floor of the
substation and placed optimally

0.49 0.49 -3) -3)

S12 -3) -3) Transformer and the LV switchgear put
together lying back to back

0.49 0.60 -3) -3)

S13 6.32 5.51 Bus bars horizontally, mounted near
ceiling

-3) -3) -3) -3)

S14 -3) -3) Bus bars not in ceiling 2.98 3.83 -3) -3)

S15 -3) -3) Cables near ceiling and placed optimally 1.61 2.19 -3) -3)

S16 1.74 2.05 Cables near ceiling and placed not
optimally

-3) -3) -3) -3)

S17 2.81 -3) Cables near ceiling and placed not
optimally

-3) -3) -3) -3)

S18 3.10 -3) Cables near ceiling and placed not
optimally

-3) -3) -3) -3)

S19 -3) -3) Cables placed on the floor of the
substation, placed not optimally

0.72 -3) -3) -3)

S20A…B 0.36 -3) 4 mm thick aluminum plate added to
one wall of the substation

0.31 0.26 13.9 -3)

1) another measurement from different height, 2) on the floor, 3) no another case

The shielding may be expensive, thus the goal is important to define before shielding. In
addition, shielding can increase power losses. Thus the shielding has to be designed keeping in
mind both the technical and the financial aspects. In the design of techniques, the experimental
know-how and numerical calculations are vitally important. Both techniques have many factors
of uncertainty, which may result in the desired results not being achieved.
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Changing bus bars to cables

Decreasing the clearance between phases of the secondary system reduces the magnetic field.
The decrease can be achieved by using insulated one or three phase cables instead of bus bars.
Another advantage is that the required space is decreased. In three-phase cable the phasing of
the conductors is rather symmetric, but also one-phase cables can be placed symmetrically.

This method was not applied in any of the studied examples of indoor distribution substations
as the only mitigation method. Bus bars were changed to cables as a part of the structural
change in example substations S1B, S2B, S3B, S4B, S8B and S17. The cables were usually
spaced optimally on the floor of the substation. The results of the magnetic field reduction
effect were presented previously in Table 5.7.

The magnetic field reduction effects considering calculation results in the example substations
were between 40% … 90%. The reason for high deviation in the reduction effect was the other
structural changes rather than changing bus bars to cables. The effect of the other changes may
be even more remarkable. In those substations, which were measured before and after the
change, the reduction effects considering measurement results were about 85%.

Optimal placing of cables

Magnetic field mitigation by placing cables optimally is suited for cable systems, which
contain more than two cables per phase. The intention is to achieve as symmetric a structure as
possible. There are many possible placing alternatives. One possibility is to place cables with a
supporting insulator of the high current cable system. Figure 5.24 presents two examples for
symmetrical placing for having two cables per phase and one PEN conductor.

PEN L1 L2 L3 L3 L2 L1

PEN L1 L2 L3

L3 L2 L1

Figure 5.24. Two cables per phase placed symmetrically. [Kei00c]

When there are more than two conductors per phase, the amount of possible symmetric
structures becomes higher. In addition to the reduction effect, the choice of the structural
change depends on the available space. Usually, the space reserved for the cable system cannot
be enlarged. In electrically symmetric system, the location of the PEN conductor does not
effect the magnetic field, because the current is zero. Nevertheless, in real system the current of
PEN conductor is not zero and the conductor is recommended to wire nearby phase conductors.

Optimal placing of cables was applied in substations S1B, S7B, S8B, S11 and S15. However, it
was not applied as the only mitigation method. The results of the magnetic field reduction
effect were presented previously in Table 5.7. The magnetic field reduction effects considering
calculation results were between 40% … 90%. The reduction effect was in the same limits for
the measured substation. However, the other structural changes also effected the results.

Placing secondary system in a lower position from the ceiling

Even a small increasing of the distance between the disturbed appliance and the secondary
system has a significant effect on magnetic field. Transferring the secondary system is
considerably more difficult with bus bar system than with cable system. If the disturbed
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appliance is above the indoor distribution substation, the secondary system can be replaced in a
lower position from the ceiling.

This method was applied in example substations S1B, S2B, S3B, S4B, S5B, S5C, S7B, S8B, S11,
S14 and S19. Replacing secondary system from the ceiling was applied in substation S7B as the
only mitigation method. In other substations other reduction methods were also applied. The
results of the magnetic field reduction effect were presented previously in Table 5.7. To
conclude, the reduction effects were between 20% … 90%

In substation S7B secondary LV cables were placed in a 1 m lower position than in initial
structure. The reduction effect considering calculation results was 25% and considering
measurement results the effect was 35%. Even placing cables partially on the floor of the
substation, case S5B, have the effect of 20%. However, when the cables in the same place were
placed on the floor, case S5C, the effect was over 80%.

Installing two substations instead of one

Structural changes may be required to renovate the substation. If the load has increased, a new
transformer may be needed. Thus, it is possible to construct two substations instead of one.
Further, the secondary LV conductors can be located optimally considering the possible
disturbances. This method is applied in the example substation S3B. The calculated reduction
effect was 55%. However, the bus bars were changed to cables and placed on the floor, as well.

Reducing magnetic field harmonics

Magnetic field harmonics could cause disturbances particularly near indoor distribution
substations. If the quality of the electricity is improved, the disturbance may disappear. Table
5.8 presents the harmonics measurement results. The amount of the harmonics was significant,
but the guidelines were not exceeded. The amount of the 3rd magnetic field harmonic was
especially significant.

Table 5.8. Magnetic field harmonics in the example substations [Kei00c].

Substation I, A Bmax,
µT

B (50
Hz), µT

B (150
Hz), %

B (250
Hz), %

B (350
Hz), %

B (450
Hz), %

B (550
Hz), % K1 K2

S11 138 0.49 0.16 62.03 5.06 3.80 14.56 2.53 1.19 4.97
S12 331 0.60 0.47 47.98 2.97 3.61 11.46 4.03 1.12 4.32
S15 511 2.19 1.20 100.75 9.91 4.25 15.57 2.59 1.43 6.50
S16 356 2.05 1.83 65.85 3.28 1.20 21.37 2.51 1.22 5.42

In the Table 5.8 the effect of the harmonics considering the exposure guidelines was
significant, because the induced currents are directly proportional to the time derivative of the
magnetic field. The highest K1 up to 550 Hz was 1.43 and the highest K2 was 6.50 according to
ICNIRP public exposure guidelines and EU Council recommendation. The highest K2 value
means, that the 50 Hz value is allowed to be 15.4 µT. However, the K'2 would probably have
been smaller, being usually 1.5 … 3 [Jok03].

The electricity system of the building may cause stray currents to conductive and grounded
structures like supporting structures, heating radiators, pipe and drainpipe systems [Hof95]. If
the electricity system is a grounded TN-C distribution system, the common PE and N
conductor leads to the stray currents. Whereas, in TN-S system with the separate PE and N
conductors, stray currents are better taken into consideration. In addition, electricity system of
the distribution substation may cause stray currents in the building. An old installation practice
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was to ground the transformer both to the PEN or N conductor and to the grounding bus bar.
This causes a closed loop circuit for stray currents, which again have an effect on the magnetic
field in the building. This especially affects harmonics divisible by three, which may cause
disturbances. The mitigation method is to cut the stray current circuit, as presented in figure
5.25.

L3
L2

PE
N

Grounding
bus bar

Transformer

Removable
grounding

LV switchgear
L1

A

A

A

A

Stray current
circuit

Figure 5.25. Substation S8A electricity installation drawing. [Kei00c]

With the substation S8A the magnetic field was measured before and after the additional
grounding was cut. When the loop was opened the harmonics divisible by three were reduced
by 60%. The action did not cause any additional costs besides labor costs.

Putting transformer and LV switchgear together lying back to back

Spreading of the magnetic field is reduced by making secondary system as short as possible.
The secondary system is short, if the transformer and LV switchgear are laying back to back.
Another effect is the increase of the distance to the space above due to the rigid structure. The
back-to-back structure was applied in example substations S6A and S12. However the
structures were implemented at the beginning.

Installing aluminium groove

The use of an aluminium groove is one of the shielding methods. It is important to make the
groove as conductive as possible. This means also, that thick material is better than thin. Thus,
if any joints are needed, it is worth to do it by welding [Suo93]. The groove directions upward,
downward, leftward or rightward are not important for the shielding results. The direction may
be chosen on the basis of ease of installation.

This method was applied in substations S4B and S8B. The results of the magnetic field
reduction effect were presented previously in Table 5.7. The reduction effects were between
80% … 90%. However, the secondary LV bus bars were also changed to cables in both
substations. Regardless, the groove also had a significant effect on the results.

Installing aluminium enclosure

Use of aluminium enclosures may be difficult in some structures. This problem has been
solved by first installing an aluminium groove and then completing it with a cover. The cover
was not welded to be sure the insulators inside were not damaged. This negligence may cause
deterioration in the shielding effect, due to the current insulation in joints.
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The method with aluminium enclosure was applied in substations S6B, S8C and S9B. The
results of the magnetic field reduction effect were presented previously in Table 5.7.
Installation of aluminium enclosure was the only mitigation method in substations S6B and
S9B. The calculated reduction effects were about 90% and measured between 25% … 90%.

The reduction effect was supposed to be better on the basis of calculations. Especially with the
substation S6B, one reason for the lower shielding effect was the other conductors and feedings
in the substations, which were not considered in calculations. Conductivity of the enclosure
was another reason for the failures being deteriorated when bending or welding the plate.

Installing aluminium plate

The facing of the ceiling and walls of the substation with aluminium plate is an expensive
shielding method. Instead the use of the aluminium plate behind LV bus bars or LV switchgear
may be useful. When the plate is installed near the switchgear, the reduction has an effect in a
room above on the presumption that the main source is focused to the switchgear.

This method was applied in example substations S5D, S8D, S10B and S20B. The results of the
magnetic field reduction effect were presented previously in Table 5.7. The calculated
reduction effects were between 15% … 90%. The measured reduction effect was 85% in the
substation S5D. Installing aluminium plate was the only mitigation method in substations S10B
and S20B. In the substation S10B the reduction effect was about 50%, when 5 mm thick
aluminum plate was installed behind the LV switchgear. In the substation S20B the shielding
effect was considerably smaller, because the distance between the plate and secondary LV bus
bars was longer than in other structures.

5.4. ARC FURNACE

Magnetic field has been measured and calculated nearby an arc furnace. Measurements were
carried out with Tampere Regional Institute of Occupational Health in 1996. The rated power
of the arc furnace in question was 75 MVA. The power is fed with three single-phase
transformers. Measurements were carried out from the occupational exposure and disturbance
point of view. The goal was to reduce the magnetic field. Measurement periods were set up as
three experiments.

In the first experiment the magnetic fields were measured at the distance of 3.45 m from the
surface of the arc furnace. Two different directions, points A and B, were measured at the same
time. The measurement took one day (measurement interval 20 sec, record time for full
memory 22 h 43 min). In the second experiment the magnetic fields were measured in the
direction of the electrode I at points C … E. Magnetic fields were measured with higher range
meters in points C and D and with the lower range meter in point E. One day (22 h 43 min)
was measured. In the third experiment the magnetic fields were measured in the direction of
the electrode III at points T1 … T4. The higher range meters were first placed into
measurement points T1 and T2 and 11 min 50 sec was measured. Then the meters were placed
into measurement points T3 and T4 and 11 min was measured. The measurement intervals
were 1 sec. Measurements (n=1311) took 24 min with the meters’ transportation. Measurement
points of the experiments are presented in figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.26. The arc furnace measurement points. The distances are for the segments.

The current of the electrodes was also measured during the magnetic field measurements. Ten
or one minute average currents were given from the control room of the furnace. After
measurements the load currents were printed.

5.4.1 Measurement and Calculation Results

One common feature with arc furnaces is that load currents vary much during the melting
process. Furthermore the amount of harmonics and concentration of harmonics vary greatly. In
addition it is important to clarify the content of the magnetic field harmonics and measure the
long-term load current. A summary of the measured currents is presented in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9. Phase currents and angles during the experiments 1 ... 3. Electr. corresponds
electrodes, mean is mean phase current value for average currents II, III and IIII,
ϕ is phase angle, max. is maximum and min. is minimum phase current value.
[Kei97]

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Electr. mean

kA
ϕϕϕϕ

(  )°
max
kA

min
kA

mean
kA

ϕϕϕϕ
(  )°

max
kA

min
kA

mean
kA

ϕϕϕϕ
(  )°

max
kA

min
kA

I 99.0 0.9 121.1 75.4 100.8 0.0 132.2 77.3 99.5 0.0 119.2 88.7
II 108.3 116.4 132.7 84.1 104.7 117.4 131.8 76.0 113.9 123.8 126.6 102.8
III 110.9 242.7 132.0 80.6 106.9 240.5 132.1 79.4 101.3 246.4 110.5 95.0

Shielding effect of the enclosure material and the feeders of the arc furnace were taken into
account in calculations. Calculations of the arc furnace are presented in publication 7 and
references [Kei97, Kei99a, Kei99c]. To calculated magnetic fields, the conductivity of the
enclosure material of the furnace shell was estimated on the basis of table books. Permeability
µr of the enclosure material was interpolated and found by comparing measurement and
calculation results since the real value was not known. Then the SE was calculated with and
without enclosure material being 5.0 dB (in publication 7 the value 77% is B0 minus BS divided
by BS).

The magnetic field calculated with the mean current of the first experiment is presented in
figure 5.27. The origin of the figure is in the center of the arc furnace.
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Figure 5.27. Calculated contour lines of the magnetic field nearby the arc furnace.

The ICNIRP occupational guideline for 50 Hz magnetic field is 500 µT. The guideline value
was exceeded at the distance of 10 m. The results for all three experiments and for all nine
points are presented in Table 5.10.

Table 5.10. Measured and calculated magnetic fields for the experiments 1 ... 3. Bmeasured is
measured magnetic field, mean is average value, SD is standard deviation,
Bcalculated is magnetic field calculated with average currents in Table 5.9.

Experiment Point Bmeasured (mean ± SD), µT Bcalculated, µT
A 542 ± 52 533Experiment 1 B 470 ± 44 508
C 346 ± 30 332
D 142 ± 13 171Experiment 2
E 68 ± 7 µT 107

T1 782 ± 26 805
T2 602 ± 16 706
T3 479 ± 9 498Experiment 3

T4 366 ± 7 420

The coefficient a for the equation 49 was calculated for the studied arc furnace. For
measurement point A the coefficient value of 5.55 was obtained with the least squares method.
Coefficient for the measurement point B was 4.93. In practice, the equation 49 was tested in
publication 7, where the mean value 5.2 for the coefficients in points A and B was used.

Harmonics content of the current was 0.61% for 2nd harmonics, 2.50% for 3rd harmonics,
0.35% for 4th harmonics, 0.61% for 5th harmonics, and 0.31% for 6th harmonics. The
occupational K2 was 1.17 and the adjusted reference level for 50 Hz magnetic field was 426
µT.

5.4.2 Magnetic Field Mitigation

For the arc furnace the calculated SE of the enclosure material was 5 dB. Results for
experiment 2 were calculated with the original SE, 0 dB and ∞ dB. Because the enclosure
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affects inside the arc furnace, the feeders cause a magnetic field even when the SE is ∞ dB.
Figure 5.28 presents the results with studied SE and with the approximated equation 49.
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Figure 5.28. The magnetic field attenuation with distance for the example arc furnace. The
SE of the enclosure material is 5 dB continuous line, and 0 dB and ∞ dB dashed
lines. The dash-dot line is approximative equation 49, and ‘o’ -marks presents
measured values. [Kei97, Kei99a]

Figure 5.28 shows that improving the shielding from 5 dB (present situation) to ∞ dB does not
have a considerable effect on the magnetic fields. Based on this, the positioning of the feedings
is an important factor. One possibility to reduce magnetic fields is to design more symmetric
feeding cables [Kei99a]. Another possibility is to locate working posts far enough away from
the arc furnace [Kei99a].

SE = ∞ dB

SE = 0 dB

SE = 5 dB

approximative equation
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6. TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT CHAIN IN ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

Technical management of the electric and magnetic fields includes specification of the
problem, solving of the fields with calculations and measurements, mitigation, operations and
analysis of the solutions. The technical management can be presented by means of the figure
6.1.

TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT OF
THE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC

FIELDS IN ELECTRIC POWER
SYSTEMS

ELECTRIC
SUBSTATIONS

INDOOR
DISTRIBUTION
SUBSTATIONS

TRANSMISSION
AND DISTRIBUTION

LINES

INDUSTRIAL
POWER SYSTEMS

APPLIANCES AND
SET-UPS

Selection of the type
of the substation Design of the

substation structure

Management of the
electricity network systemMagnetic field mitigation

Electric and magnetic
field mitigation

Technigal management
of the industrial process Design of the

workspace lay-out

Management of the
electricity network system Management of the

electricity network system

Power feeding Cover

Using distance Electric and magnetic
field mitigation

Electric and magnetic
field mitigation

Attenuation with distance

Management of the
electricity network system

Line route design

Tower type and
height design

Limiting public
exposure (fence)

Management of the
electricity network system

Design of the
substation structure

Electric and magnetic
field mitigation

Figure 6.1. Technical management of the electromagnetic fields in electric power systems.

As presented in figure 6.1, the technical management can be divided into different pieces. The
management of the electricity network system influences and is an important factor in all
management areas in figure 6.1.

6.1 GENERAL ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

Handling of the technical management chain of the general electric power system contains the
basal questions, the goal of which is to specify the problem, theory, methods and operational
part. For the general electric power system the chain can be presented by means of the
following figure 6.2.
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Basal questions:
1. Does the field exceed the

guidelines?
2. Does the field cause disturbances

in some appliance?
3. Can the field be locally reduced?
4. How the mitigation can be carried

out in practice?

Theory:
1. Maxwell's

equations
2. Basal formulas

Operational part

Methods:
1. Measurement
2. Calculation
3. Mitigation

Figure 6.2. Technical management chain of the general electric power systems.

The problem can be solved, e.g., with FEM and analytical calculation methods. The theory to
solve the boundary value problem is based on the Maxwell's equations and on the other basic
formulas. Practical methods for solving the problems are measurement, calculation, and
mitigation. Theory and methods in the technical management chain can be presented by means
of the following figure 6.3.

Boundary value
problems

Analytical methods

Partial differential
equations

Integral equations

FEM-approximations

Approximative methods MITIGATION

MEASUREMENT

THEORY METHODS

CALCULATION

Figure 6.3. Theory and methods in the technical management chain.

Theory gives possibilities to solve the boundary value problems with FEM or with analytical
and approximative integration methods. Analytical calculation methods are needed in
measurements to understand measured field values. The mitigation can be carried out based on
the measurements and calculations.

The mitigation is possible, e.g., by decreasing the sources of the fields or by placing the
sources so that they attenuate one another. In mitigation methods the relationship between
electric and magnetic field is important. The third important affecting factor is the power This
relationship can be presented by means of the Poynting's theorem, as was presented previously
in equation 30. The following figure 6.4 describes quantities of the Poynting's theorem.
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Figure 6.4. Quantities of the Poynting's theorem. Pgen is generated power, QE is reactive
power stored into electric field, QM is reactive power stored into magnetic field,
PHeat is power loss, Pin is power fed in electrical appliance.

In figure 6.4 the final form of the energy is always heat loss, which cannot be restored.
Generally, transferring the power, e.g., in generation, transmission and utilization produces
reactive power. In the power generation and utilization is used technical methods, which are
based on the production of the fields. According to Poynting's theorem there is balance
between powers, which are: fed into system, loosened by power loss, stored by electric and
magnetic fields and used by consumption. If the power cannot be changed to heat, or the
mechanical load and used power is constants, the fields can be mitigated only locally. This
means that by decreasing reactive power locally, the local field is increased in some other
location.

The figure 6.4 can also be represented with the terms of circuit theory. The generator can be
replaced by a voltage source and by generator impedance and the rest of the figure 6.4 can be
replaced with Thevenin-Norton equivalent circuit [Ket01]. This can be represented as in figure
6.5.

Thevenin-Norton equivalent circuit

~
zG Electric

field
Magnetic

field

Figure 6.5. The Poynting's theorem with the terms of circuit theory. zG is generator
impedance. [Ket01]

The mitigation of the fields includes the use of isolated cables instead of bus bars, compact
conductor profile design, increasing the distance between the source and the observation point,
use of special reduction conductors and use of active magnetic field compensators.

When the theoretical and methodological parts of the technical management chain are
described, it is possible to handle the problem in practice. Measurement, calculation, and
mitigation are the methods for the operational part of the technical management chain. The
technical management chain in general electric power system is presented in the figure 6.6
excluding basal questions.
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Figure 6.6. Technical management chain in a general electric power system (excluding
basal questions).

The best way is to consider fields at the design. Afterwards, the mitigation may be time and
money consumptive, and the results may be worse or the mitigation can even fail.

6.2 TRANSMISSION LINES

In case of transmission lines, analytical calculations and measurements are both usable methods
for the field determination. In general the calculation is also a sufficient method when designing
a new transmission line. Electric field is more critical than magnetic field, because the exposure
guidelines of electric field may be exceeded in several locations, whereas the magnetic fields
are far from the guidelines.

Mitigation methods presented previously are using cables, phase splitting, compact line design,
reduction, and line height increasing. Nevertheless, they may also have a negative influence on
the visual impact of the line. The technical management chain in case of transmission lines is
presented in the figure 6.7.
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MITIGATION METHOD (SECONDARY EFFECTS IN PARENTHESES)

1. Change the line route (Changes electric field distribution)
2. Use attenuation with distance (No other effects)
3. Change the line configuration (Electric field locally increased in another

location, magnetic field locally decreased, power transmitted decreased)
4. Increase the line height (Changes electric field distribution)

Answers for the basal questions:
1. Electric field may exceed the

guidelines.
2. Disturbances are not common.
3. Electric field can be reduced locally.
4. Local reduction means optimization of
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Figure 6.7. Technical management chain in case of transmission lines.

Public exposure to electric field has not previously been a design criterion. Present design
criterions are the line height considering the clearances and the choice of the tower type with
economic aspects. Another present design criterion is a line route design considering the shape
of the land and the height of the conductors. The line route design would be much more
economic choice for mitigation than the methods presented previously. This does not
necessarily cause any operational change into the design. Critical locations to avoid in line
routes are rocks, large stones, and hills. Another noteworthy factor is the field attenuation with
distance. Nevertheless, the locations under the line cannot be forbidden to the public.
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6.3 ELECTRIC SUBSTATIONS

In case of electric substations with outdoor constructions, electric field is usually more critical
than magnetic field, which is clearly below ICNIRP exposure guidelines. For GIS the magnetic
field is usually more critical than electric field. Generally, electric substations inside the fence
or the hall are forbidden to the general public. The occupational exposure may occur with
measurements in the switchyard and when maintaining the substation. Figure 6.8 presents the
technical management chain in case of electric substation.

MITIGATION METHOD (SECONDARY EFFECTS IN PARENTHESES)
1. Use attenuation with distance (No other effects)
2. Change the bus bar configuration (Electric field locally increased in another

location, magnetic field locally decreased, power transmitted decreased)
3. Increase the height of the conductor (Changes electric field distribution)
4. Use protective clothing (Changes charge distribution, electric field locally

increased outside the clothes)

Answers for the basal questions:
1. Electric field may exceed the

guidelines with outdoor substations and
magnetic field with GIS.

2. Disturbances are not common.
3. Fields can be reduced locally.
4. Local reduction means optimization of
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Figure 6.8. Technical management chain in case of electric substation.
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The calculation of the electric field is complex and the calculations to support design of
substation may be only superficial. For these reasons the measurements are essential to get
basic information for the fields. Meanwhile, for outdoor substations the less critical magnetic
field may be better calculated even with analytical methods than measured.

Because electric substations have case-specific constructions, only basic conclusions for the
mitigation can be made. Structural mitigation methods are possible if the technical
management of the fields is considered when designing a new electric substation.

For outdoor constructions the factors, which should be taken into consideration are the height
of the feeders, cables and bus bars and the configuration of the conductors, which go to
appliances in a lower position. For these conductors, the attenuation with distance may be
exploited if possible.

With live wiring techniques, protective clothing may be one possibility with electric field
exposure. However, protective clothing has practically never been used or considered from an
electric field exposure point of view (So far only with hedging against electric shock).

6.4 INDOOR DISTRIBUTION SUBSTATIONS

In case of indoor distribution substations, there is no electric field in the space above or beside.
In Finland, indoor distribution substations are often located in apartment and office buildings.
The problem is usually a disturbance in some electrical appliances, or in apartments human
exposure at floor level. Thus, one important problem in technical management is the mitigation
of magnetic field.

The observation distance to adjacent devices and constructions can be increased, when the
transformer tanks and switchgears are of minimum size. In designing new indoor distribution
substations, the transformer and the LV switchgear may be put together principally by being
laid back to back.

Good methods in magnetic field mitigation were placing secondary LV cables on the floor of
the substation, putting transformer and the LV switchgear together lying back to back and
shielding with aluminum cover, groove or plate. In addition, the distance from the secondary
LV bus bars affects the magnetic field much. The electricity system of the building also has
significant influence on the harmonic content of the magnetic field.

Indoor distribution substations have case-specific constructions. Based on the calculation
results in this study, the magnetic field in case of indoor distribution substation may be
calculated with the analytical method and combined analytical method and FEM. Furthermore,
the magnetic field can be calculated to support design. Technical management chain in case of
indoor distribution substation is presented in the figure 6.9.

The mitigation of the existing indoor distribution substation consists of the six steps presented
in the lower part of the figure 6.9. For improving the present existing structure the mitigation
method is presented as a starting level for the possible methods. For example, if the present
structure leads to the level one, all six levels can be used for mitigation.
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1. Factory made construction
2. Back to back construction
3. Knowledge from present constructions

MITIGATION METHOD (SECONDARY EFFECTS IN PARENTHESES)
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Figure 6.9. Technical management chain in case of indoor distribution substation.
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6.5 ARC FURNACES

In case of arc furnace, magnetic field may be significant compared to ICNIRP occupational
exposure guidelines. Based on the calculation results in this study, the magnetic field may be
calculated with combined analytical method and FEM. The technical management chain in
case of arc furnace is presented in the figure 6.10.

MITIGATION METHOD (SECONDARY EFFECTS IN PARENTHESES)
1. Use attenuation with distance (No other effects)
2. Change the feeder configuration (Electric field locally increased in another

location, power transmitted decreased)
3. Use feeder shielding (Power changes to heat loss, electric field locally

increased)

Answers for the basal questions:
1. Magnetic field exceeds the guidelines.
2. Disturbances may occur with VDTs.
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Figure 6.10. Technical management chain in case of arc furnace.
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The approximative calculation method presented was satisfactory for general design
calculations. To support design, magnetic field can be calculated both with combined analytical
method and FEM, and approximative method.

For mitigation in case of arc furnace the best methods are attenuation with distance and
considering magnetic field in design. One possibility to consider the magnetic field exposure is
to avoid working in the area, where the ICNIRP occupational exposure guidelines are
exceeded. The area around the studied arc furnace was about 10 meters from the center of arc
furnace. Meanwhile, the reduction effect of the enclosure material was found not to completely
shield the magnetic field, because the feedings cause still high magnetic field.
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7. DISCUSSION

Technical management chain of the electric and magnetic fields requires specification of the
problem, solving of the fields with calculations and measurements, mitigation, operations and
analysis of the solutions. Because the technical management of the fields in electric power
systems is case-specific, general methods may be superficial and too simple in practice. The
mitigation of the fields may be expensive, because a part of the electricity system might have
to be renewed.

Analytical equations, 2D-FEM and a combination of them were used in this thesis.
Measurement and calculation results seem to be quite different in some cases. One reason for
the difference is the varying voltage and load current. When calculating the fields or shielding
effectiveness, momentary phase angles for the voltage or current are representing the general
situation. When the load changes, the phase angles may change as well. Additional reasons for
the differences may be the sensitivity of the field meter, measurement method and additional
field sources.

Also the measurements contain uncertain sources. Present measuring standards of the fields
deal with measurements in general, but do not give measurement heights, places or frequencies
or other necessary conditions for repeatable measurements. Differences in the electricity
system of the different counties have to be considered. Also differences with measurement
protocols and instruments may cause a variation in results.

7.1 TRANSMISSION LINES

Technical management with transmission lines is based on the exposure guidelines and as well
on environmental effect analysis for voltages above 220 kV. Both occupational and public
exposure guidelines may be exceeded with electric field, whereas magnetic field exposure is
usually far away from the present guidelines. Once the line has been built the mitigation is
difficult afterwards. The possible methods presented previously are not necessarily economic.
A careful line route design considering the shape of the land and the height of the conductors is
easier, more economic, and may be even more efficient than mitigation afterwards. In addition,
a visual impact can be minimized by careful line route design. Because the transmission line
may be in service for even 70 years, the society will change significantly during that period.

If the mitigation of the fields is needed, the methods can be chosen based on economic and
technical factors. Possible, but not necessarily economic, methods are the use of cables and
phase splitting, compact line design, increasing of line height or the use of special reduction
conductors or active magnetic field compensators. Line configurations can be more compact
when selecting insulated phase conductors or cables. Also vegetation could reduce the electric
fields, but it makes the line maintenance more time consuming and more expensive.
Nevertheless, the effect of vegetation depends on the location, height, type, density and
freshness. Thus, the reduction effect may vary spatially throughout a year.

Increase of line heights cannot be used as a general mitigation method for existing lines,
because the change work is complicated and can be expensive. However, no final design
calculations have been made so far to increase the 400 kV line heights, but even preliminary
studies have indicated high costs. At the same time the visual impact of the tower is becoming
heavier, which might make public acceptance of the lines more difficult to achieve.
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Practical problems when evaluating electric fields are surroundings, electrical properties,
climate and change of the harmonic contents. The fields can be calculated accurately above an
even plane with analytical methods, when the environment has no disturbing objects and
structures. Vegetation also distorts and disturbs the electric field. Rocks, stones, and gently
sloping hills may influence the results. In practice, junipers, spruce trees, forest, cut tree
branches, and willow bushes have deformed the field. In measurements, if the probe of the
meter is inside the vegetation, the effect may be the opposite of being below the probe.

One practical measurement problem was the line height measurement. The inaccuracy of the
meter was ±3 cm. Nevertheless, the ground level cannot be exactly defined, because the ground
is not even and there are holes, bumps and ditches under the lines. Thus the inaccuracy of the
line height measurement was closer to ±30 cm. Because of the vegetation, the ground level is
not a zero-potential level and the inaccuracy of the measurement was even worse. However,
calculations and measurements are both suitable methods for transmission lines.

The results for the electric and magnetic fields of the 400 kV transmission line in this study
were relatively close to the results which Hongisto et al. had [Hon93, Hon94]. In this study the
results were also close to the results of Srinivasa et al. for 400 kV double circuit line in India
[Sri98]. Similar results were also obtained by Shiperling et al. for 345 kV single and double
circuit lines and by Maruvada for 315 kV double circuit line [Mar93, Shp96]. Whereas, in this
study the results were higher than Farag et al. had for electric and magnetic fields [Far97] and
Swansson had for magnetic field [Swa95] of 400 kV double circuit lines.

7.2 ELECTRIC SUBSTATIONS

Technical management with electric substations is based on the exposure guidelines and
disturbances. From the occupational exposure point of view the electric field is usually more
critical than the magnetic field. Magnetic fields can cause disturbances in measurement or
control systems of a substation. The electric substation is forbidden to the public, thus there
would not be public exposure at all. Field levels outside the fences are usually small and the
public exposure outside the fence is not significant.

In electric field measurements the grounded steel structures significantly affect the field. With
the 400 kV open-air substations the highest electric fields were measured near transmission
line feeders. With the GIS the electric field was small due to the insulated and grounded
enclosure. In this study the magnetic field exceeded EMC-standard for industry [SFS96] in the
cable tunnel, whereas all the measured fields were below the ICNIRP occupational exposure
guidelines. Nevertheless, electric field values measured at the height of one meter in 400 kV
electric substation were close to occupational exposure guidelines. The guidelines would have
been exceeded, if the operational voltage had been higher or the observation point closer to
sources. In previous study the guidelines were exceeded [Kor96].

For field mitigation, only a few previously used methods have been presented. However,
careful design considering apparatus and conductors may be efficient mitigation methods. In
addition, a GIS enclosure decreases electric field, because its shell material acts as a Faraday's
cage. It also reduces the magnetic field. Nevertheless, chancing the outdoor switchyard to GIS
may not be a practical method nor even possible. Thus increasing the distance from the sources
is a good mitigation method. However, working in the vicinity of powered or live structures
may be necessary, because the use of the network would not allow switching off the substation
for different jobs. In outdoor installations protective clothing may be used for exposure to
electric fields.
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In this study the magnetic field results for 400 kV transformer and DC link substation were
similar to the results which Maruvada et al. had for 315/25 kV substation [Mar93]. The electric
field results for 400 kV substations in this study were lower than the results which Cristescu et
al. had for 400 kV substation [Cri96]. The results for the 110/20 kV switchyard presented in
this study were relatively close to the results which Daily et al. had for 115/13.8 kV switchyard
and Maruvada et al. had for 120/25 kV substation [Dai94, Mar93]. However, the results were
lower than Hayashi et al. had for 187 kV switchyard and Farag et al. had nearby the 132/66 kV
transformer [Far97, Hay92].

7.3 INDOOR DISTRIBUTION SUBSTATIONS

Technical management with indoor distribution substations aims at the elimination of the
disturbances or mitigation of the exposure. Field levels near MV/LV substations are not
normally above exposure guidelines. However, at floor level in the space above the distribution
substation the public exposure guidelines may be exceeded. At the height of one meter
maximum magnetic fields vary from a few µT to some tens of µT. Thus, they may cause
disturbances in appliances, e.g., in computer displays.

By using analytical methods, the secondary LV conductors can be modeled in three dimensions
and the accuracy in basic construction is quite good. Application of the FEM model is essential
in calculating of the effect of conductive or ferromagnetic material. Dissimilar scale problems
occur when calculating the magnetic field in distribution substations. The 2D-FEM can
accurately model the shielding material and the geometry of the structures, but it does not take
into account the lengths of the secondary LV conductors and the shield. Whereas, the load
current, current distribution, and eddy currents in shielding material were considered. Thus the
SE value was calculated from FEM results and was used to analytically calculate the magnetic
field.

Based on the comparison of the measured and calculated values, the reason for the highest
difference could be the consideration of the shielding. One reason for this was a varying
asymmetry of the load current. In the calculation a momentary load current was selected. The
change of the load current may be fast, which leads to a difference between the load in
momentary measurements. That also means a difference between the measured and calculated
values in different calculation points.

The thickness of the floors and walls was difficult to evaluate, which caused inaccuracy in the
distances from the transformer room. In addition, calculated and measured values differed
significantly in cases, where the fields were small. In those cases the disruptive fields from
other systems have been significant. Furthermore, the heat effect of the constructions should be
considered when planning the shielding for high current systems especially in industry.

In this thesis the applied mitigation method was usually a simplification of a theoretical one,
because the methods cannot always be followed as such. Improvements to the solution have
been tried by combining several mitigation methods. Another reason for combining mitigation
methods may be the target level, which can be achieved only by adding several mitigation
methods together. One effective mitigation method is to omit indoor distribution substations by
designing pad-mounted substations instead. However, this is not always possible.

It is possible to consider magnetic field at the design stage and it may not always result in extra
costs. However, the mitigation is also possible with existing indoor distribution substations, but
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the methods may be expensive. Because the load current varies in different distribution
substations, it was considered when comparing different structures of the secondary systems.
The comparison of the structures was carried out by dividing the magnetic field by load
current. The highest calculated and measured magnetic field and the field divided by 100 Amps
are presented in publication 8 (Table 2). There were seven indoor distribution substations
(presented in Table 5.4), where the divided value was smaller than 0.2 µT/100 Amps (value
means 1 µT for 500 Amps).

Based on the divided values the best secondary structures were S5C, S5D, S6B, S7B, S7C, S7D,
S9B, S12, S19, S20A and S20B (presented in Table 5.4). In the indoor distribution substations
S5C, S5D and S6B the secondary LV cables were placed on the floor of the substation. In S6B,
and S12 the transformer and the LV switchgear were put together lying back to back and in
S6B there was also a 3 mm thick aluminium cover. In S8B the secondary LV cables were
shielded with a 5 mm thick aluminium groove and in S8C with a 5 mm thick aluminium
enclosure. In S8D the change from the S8C was a 5 mm thick aluminium plate, which was
added above MV switchgear. Nevertheless the plate only affects locally. In S9B the secondary
LV cables were shielded with a 5 mm thick aluminium cover. In S20B the magnetic field was
studied in the space beside and there was a shielding plate inside the wall. However, in the case
S20B a more important factor than the plate was the distance.

Good structures for a new indoor distribution substation are the back-to-back structure or other
find best structures. Another possibility is to use a factory made construction, which produces
small magnetic field. The advantage of the factory made construction is that the magnetic field
is measured beforehand in the laboratory. Manufacturers present the fields with certain load
currents and in certain locations. When the magnetic field of the space above or beside is
estimated, the measured magnetic field is compared considering the supposed load current and
the distance from the secondary LV conductors. If the current is balanced, and it does not
contain harmonics, it is possible to be estimated the magnetic field beforehand.

Hasselgren et al. and Salinas have studied indoor distribution substations in Sweden, where the
electricity system is same as in Finland [Has93, Has94, Sal99, Sal00]. The objective of these
Swedish studies has been the development of the magnetic field shielding methods. The
calculated shielding effects [Has93, Has94] have been close to the results in this study, as
presented in publication 1. In addition to shielding, the reduction potential with structural
changes has been considered in this study. Farag et al. has measured indoor distribution
substation (11/0.36 kV transformer) in industrial building in the space above the substation
[Far 97]. The results were higher than results in this study. Furthermore the results presented in
this study were lower than Farag et al. had for indoor distribution substation of a residential
buildings [Far 97].

7.4 ARC FURNACE

Technical management with arc furnace is based on the exposure guidelines and the
elimination of the disturbances. It is important to consider fields at the design stage, because
afterwards the mitigation is more difficult or even impossible without enormous structural
changes. Magnetic fields may be considered in the design of the electricity feeders of the arc
furnace, which is an important magnetic field source. Possible locations for exceedings may be
taken into account with layout plans of the melting mill. In addition, it can be concluded that
additional shielding on the shell is not useful, because even when the SE of the enclosure is ∞
dB (figure 5.28), the magnetic field was not decreased significantly. The results for the
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equation 49 (developed by a Norwegian research group Thomsen and Bjølseth [Tho92]) were
also practical in the case of the Finnish arc furnace.

For magnetic field mitigation, some previously used methods have been presented in literature,
but only a few of them are practical with existing arc furnaces. An efficient way is to avoid
working in the areas, where the exposure guidelines are exceeded. Workers should have
knowledge about the field level in the vicinity of the arc furnace. Those places may be marked
or enclosed and not be used in long-term work. In addition the control room may not be located
nearby. However, in this study the employees do not work for long periods of time in the
places, where the measured magnetic fields were the highest.

The reasons for differences between calculated and measured results were assumptions in
calculations of shielding effectiveness, all metal constructions in the mill, varying load
currents, harmonics in load currents, and inaccuracies in distances and calculation model. The
harmonics of the current have a significant impact on guideline exceedings in the study.
However, the amount of harmonics was small in the case. The adjusted reference level of 50
Hz magnetic field considering harmonics up to 300 Hz, 426 µT, was exceeded. For the control
room, there is a calculated minimum distance, 10 m, where the occupational exposure
guidelines are not exceeded. However, the distance depends on the maximum load of the arc
furnace.

7.5 HARMONICS OF THE FIELDS

Studied example cases showed that ICNIRP guidelines will create problems for transmission
and distribution companies and industry, if they become mandatory and if they should be
applied in existing installations [ICN98].

The K2 values for electric substations, indoor distribution substations and arc furnace
considering ICNIRP exposure guidelines [ICN98] are gathered in Table 7.1. For transmission
lines the K2 values were analyzed only with calculations in publication 6, thus they are not
presented in the Table 7.1.

Table 7.1. Summary of the K2 values from the measured harmonics.

K2
Place Exposure

type Magnetic
field

Electric
field

110 kV GIS, nearby feeders occupational 1.05 -
110 kV GIS, cable tunnel behind GIS occupational 1.03 -
400 kV transformer and DC link substation, switchyard occupational 1.00 1.07
400 kV transformer and DC link substation, near the converter occupational 1.02 1.03
Indoor distribution substation S11 public 4.97 -
Indoor distribution substation S12 public 4.32 -
Indoor distribution substation S15 public 6.50 -
Indoor distribution substation S16 public 5.42 -
Arc furnace (calculated from current harmonics) occupational 1.17 -

The K2 values are considerably high with indoor distribution substations. The highest K2 value
in this study, 6.50 means that the 50 Hz value is allowed to be 15.4 µT in that case. The K2 has
been considerably smaller in later Finnish studies of indoor distribution substations [Sau03]. In
addition, the K'2 value based on simultaneous measurements (based on the Finnish decree
[Sos02]) is usually 1.5 … 3 for indoor distribution substations [Jok03].
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In this study, the harmonics for the K2 values were momentary values and were not measured
simultaneously. The harmonics situation of the system varies as a function of the varying load.
Due to that, these K2 values cannot be used as a base for the further conclusions nor the
legislation in future. The K'2 value based on simultaneous measurements would probably have
been smaller [Jok03, Kei03, Sau03].

In addition, in measurements of the harmonics the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the meter
may be a significant source of uncertainty. These problems do not occur with the
measurements based on the Finnish decree, because it takes phase angles into consideration
and FFT is not necessary.

Harmonics may cause difficulties since the ICNIRP guidelines require reducing the fields due
to the conservative assumptions concerning the occurrence of the harmonics [ICN98].
Exceeding may be possible with the power systems [Sos02]. However, the 50 Hz electric and
magnetic field values with electric substations, and indoor distribution substations were not
exceeded in this thesis. Whereas, with the arc furnace and the transmission lines the guidelines
may be exceeded.
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8. CONCLUSION

Technical management of the electric and magnetic fields in electric power systems has
become an important issue because of the new exposure guidelines which have been published,
e.g., in Finland. In addition, disturbances caused by electric and magnetic fields have become a
more common problem when simultaneously the use of electric and electronic devices has
increased.

The objective of this thesis was to develop a technical management chain of the electric and
magnetic fields. This thesis consists of four different management cases: power lines, electric
substations, indoor distribution substations, and an arc furnace. In practice, calculations,
measurements and mitigation were case-specific; thus further conclusions based on the studied
cases cannot be made.

The technical management chain for transmission lines was studied, because guidelines may be
exceeded nearby them. The electric field exposure was more critical than magnetic field
exposure (based on the guidelines). For transmission lines the evaluation of the fields can be
carried out with measurements and calculations. For example, the line height, vegetation and
line temperature may cause differences between measured and calculated values. Based on the
results of this thesis and literature, the fields can best be affected in the design, e.g., by using
attenuation with distance to the line.

Technical management chain for electric substations was studied. Measurements were carried
out in the 110/20 kV transformer substation, 110 kV GIS, 400 kV switching substation and
400/110 kV transformer and DC link substation. Public exposure is not possible, because the
electric substation switchyards are closed off e.g., with a fence. The fields can best be defined
with measurements. With the new electric substations the fields can be evaluated by using
knowledge from other substation constructions or by calculation. For occupational exposure,
one mitigation method is attenuation with distance.

Technical management chain for indoor distribution substations was principally case-specific,
because structures and devices vary. Public and occupational exposure may occur. The
secondary system was a significant source of magnetic fields. Magnetic fields can be both
measured and calculated. For indoor distribution substations, there is a number of possible
mitigation methods. For existing structures the best mitigation method was usually a
combination of several methods. For new indoor distribution substations, the structure can be
chosen from recognized, good construction methods.

Technical management chain for an arc furnace is carried out because the occupational
exposure guidelines may be exceeded. For arc furnaces, the measurements are easier than
calculations, but calculations can also be used. An AC arc furnace was studied and the
magnetic field was measured and calculated nearby. For arc furnaces, a good mitigation
method is attenuation with distance, when designing a new arc furnace. For existing structures,
the best way to consider magnetic fields is to avoid working near an area, where the exposure
guidelines can be exceeded.

As a conclusion, it can be stated that the technical management chain for the electric system
contains specification of the problem, solving of the fields with calculations and
measurements, mitigation, operations and analysis of the solutions. In the future, the technical
management chain for the electric and magnetic fields can be used for solving similar
problems.
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APPENDIX 1

Case 3: 400 kV Switching Substation

Figure 3 presents the layout and measurement points in the switchyard of the 400 kV switching
substation.

Figure 3. Measurement points at the 400 kV switchyard (layout). [Kor98]



APPENDIX 1

Case 4: 400 kV Transformer and DC Link Substation

Figure 4 presents the layout and measurement points in the switchyard of the 400 kV
transformer and dc link substation.

Figure 4. Measurement points at the 400/110 kV transformer and DC link substation
(layout). [Kei03]
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